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ABSTRACT

'Making Hisúory: The Role of the Reader in The \{ars and A¡ra Historic" questions

haditional assumptions that trisúory is alrcady'there" by examining the process of its

conshuction in two Canadian novels which are historiographic nretafictions.

New historicists recognizæ that the lvriter is not a neufral chronicler of events, but in

fact actively shapes and determines the events about which s/he is writing. Yet the model

of the hisúorian as 'þrforming" through writfu€, as the nrediator between the historical

agent and the reade¡ effectively excludes the reader from the creation of rneaning. Both

The Wars and Ana l{istoric reinsert tlre reader back inûo this communicative triangle,

dircctly inscribing the reader in the pnocess of finding meaning while wrestling with issues

of author/ity. Subsequently, each novel's reference to 6lroutt creates a bturring of identities

that ultimately leads to a relaying of characte¡s and the reader into or¡e arpthea unfüing

identity in ways which challenge traditional notions of the subject

Both The Watìs and Ana Historic focus on fuures who have either been

margfuElizÆd or silenced by hisúoryand therefore atternptto open up the bor¡ndaries of

historicåI rliscourse to include mâny voices. Womer¡ as Marlattts novel clear{y

demo¡ntraúes, have been parficularly absent in ûaditional hisúories, so that'þendering

history" can provide a critique of 'trniversalizing" history which þores issues of race,

class, and sex, in ordcr to articulate a women's history. The Wars. in turn, challenges

imperialist masûernarratiyes, heroic narrative in par{icular, using two of its narraúors, [,ady

Juliet and lMarian Tumer, to posit a 'Tennle" reading which values compassior¡

community, and eco'humanism over conquest, empire, and nationalism.

The Wa¡s and Ana llistoric each provide counúer-discourses to imperialist history,

rejecting tlre determinism of the 'hlrcady-nn&" by rereading and redofurg evenb ûrrough

narrative reconshr¡ctions.
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Introduction

Who makes hisúory: the subject? or the hisúorian? Or is history ah"ady "thele" ?

White haditional hisúoriographers wouH argue that history is the art of representing what

really h"pp"nu{ recent critical th"ory has dþlaced the notion of history as a mimetic

representation' and has focused instead on tlre rwiterly process of its constructioru Such

New Historicists specifically contextualize historical discourse so as not to depoliticize the

naratives, because who is writing is nearly as significant as what i" being writfer¡ given

that hisúory hâs the llovver to constrrrctand shape reatityand notrnerely úo render a neuhal

reality. Since hisûory is generally writûen by the Ìvfurners, marginatized groups attempt to

open up the boundaries of hisúorical discourse in order to voice their own previously

silenced discourses. Feminist critics, for example, expand the boundaries of historical

nanrative, eryosittg ûre 6rinterested nature of histories" \ryhib atûempting to voice tlreir orvn

stories (Srnarr 1).

Stephen Greenblaú fu armormced a 6îrew" hisúoricisnn, \driting tlnt óIitl erodes

the firrn ground of both criticisrn and literature. It tends úo ask questions of both criticism

and literature. It tends to ask questions about its orvn rnethodological assunrptions and

those of others" (1059). lVhereas tl e "old" hisúoricism privileges history over literature,

portraying history as a mftrretic representation of events in the world (Ilavis 373), New

Hisúoricism presupposes both "the historicity of texts" and "the t€xfuality of hisûory" (Shea

125). 'Old" hisúoricists view hisûory and literahrre as separaúe ontologically; hisüory only

provides a bacþround for a literary worþ since the text itself is universal, hanscending the

specific sitoation in which itis rvritten (12Ð. The New Hisúoricists atúerrpt to expose the

'lnask of objectivity" wom by both baditÍonal hisûorians a¡rd critics by emphasizing the

historicalty and socially sha@ perspective of the writers of hisúories and by

contextualizing literary texts within their cr¡IturaL socia[ and hisúorical situations 02A.
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History' theru is examined as a "discourset'and can be anatf¿€d in the sarne nuùrner as

other narrativeg while liûerature is examined in terms of its cultural context (Davis 373).

The prucess of actually writing hisúory, particularly in terms of liúerary

historiography, raises questiorn about the relationship of the author and his/her author/ity

to his/her text In the new historiography, the writer is not simply a chronicler who

neutrally records eventg but instead actively shapes and deúermines the reality about which

s/he writes. If the writer'þrforms" the events s/he writes, does this give the writer

compleúe authority over tlre ûext? While contern¡nrary liúemry criticísm refers úo the death

of the author, that a consciousness behind a text can never be found and ttnt

\rye cån only speak in terrns of the ttautlror furrction" (Foucault2flT, an'6absent" hisúoriân

would offend the basic convention of history, whereby the historian mediates between two

presences' one then and one now. As Denida phrases if ó6Hisúory has always been

conceived as the movernent 6¡¿ ¡psrrynption of hisúory, a diversion between two presences"

(.Structure" Al). But in this classic conception of history writittg as a mediation between

the hisúoricalagentand tIæ modernreader, there is little attentÍongivenúo the third party in

the communicative hiangle--the reader. Where does the reader stand in relation to the

creation of historical meaning? Does the hisúorian sohly determine the meaning of events?

Or does the reader create his/her own meanings, as is sometimes thought to be the case in

liúemry theory? Both The Wars and fura Hisûoric are novels about üre rwiting of history that

must wrestle with these issues of authority, rnpresentatiorU and Inwer.

Though Timothy Findley's The Wars centers on a young Canadiân soldier named

Robert Ross and his experiences during the Great War, it is not written as a firct-person

confessional natrative, being instead comprised of a series of documents and eye-wihress

accounts. The nan::rtive is explicitly presented as a neconstruction of these past events by a

narrator/researcherwho is ûemporally removedfromthe situafionaboutwhich he is
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writing. Daphne Marlatt's Ana llistoric is similarly made up of at least three distinct levels

of time. The narrator in Ana Historic, Arurie, is also involved in the process of

reconstruction/reimagining several lives, one of a young ftontier teacher in British

Columbia in the 1880s, another of her mother in the 1950s. Since the two novels arr

seemingly widely differenf with little in commor¡ Ana Histoúc is usually discussed from a

feministperspective a¡rdThe Wars ftoma varietyof narraúologicalperspectives. Theyhave

never been examined together. But both novels, in depicting the prncess of finding and

determining meaning, question the notion of hisúory as fact and as ûansparent

representation, and instead portuay the opaque pnocess of nraking meaning from the pasL

Cenhal to this pnocess of making meaning in both novels is tlre collaboration of the

inscriH reader. Because of the explicit use of the second-person voice in The Warìs. the

teader's role has been discussed often enough by other critics. Dorura Pennee's

6?aradigms of Inûerpretatior¡ or, The Ethics of Reading the Metafictive Texf" focuses on

the reader's involvement in rcconstructing the events in the text and on the way in which

the novel demonsû:ates the necessity of choosing inúerpretations in orderto come to

'þr{orm an ethical æt" (59). Irr 6"Jt Could Not Be Told': ililaking Meaning in Tirrmthy

Findley's The Wars." Diana Brydon foctrses, by comparison, on the act of telling in the

novel and ultimately on the novel's gaps and silences and on the way in which so much

carmot be told in the "eddy in The Wars" into which the reader is drawn (71). Lorraine

Yorlç in her inûtduction to the novelo more clearly links the reading pnocess with the

creation of the sûory, highlighting the researcher's role as mediator between the past and

present While these critics have all noûed the emphasis on the reading act in the novel,

epitomized by the researcher's rtle as the inúerpreter and creaúor of sûory, they focus

prirnarity on this researcherand do not examine how the implied rederis inscriH in ttrc

text and how the notion of identity becomes unfüed ttuÐugh the reader's entry into
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ditrerÍng subject positions in the texL

In Ana Historic the role of the reader has been a criticalty neglected subject GIen

I-owr¡r's'Risking Perversbn and Reclaiming Our Hysterical Mother: Reading ttrc Material

Body in Ana Historic and Doubh Standards" does briefly highlight the reader in the

conclusion, citing the last line of the novel-Jteading us into the page ahead"--as evidence

for the way in which tIæ reader releases Annie from having to find an end to her story and

instead leaves the reader responsible for finding meåning in the text tnwry's article

focuses rrore specifically on the rwiting of the fernale body in tlie novel, and how Annie

must rescue her rnother's life which has been lost to tristory through 6hys{eria." ll{anina

Jones, in the most detailed anatysis of the novel to date, entitled "'I quote myself or, A

iltfap of lttlrs Reading:' Re-siting'V[omân's Place'in Ana Historic." focuses instead on the

gendered u¡riting of history in the novel and how the úext porhays both the 6forgetting of

wonrcn within the reshicfive rnonologic narrative of official hisúory" as well as the

narrator's re-citation and renrembering of the absent or lost stories of women (f5Ð.

CrÍticiffi has never explairred tlte cenhal significanrce of the fuscribed reader in

either text particularly with respect to tlrc reader's part in the creation of hisúory. A chapter

on the role of the reade¡ building on Wolfgang Iser's theories of reader reslrcnse,

proPoses to recfify this problenr. Iser, in The Act of Reading: A Theor.v of Aesthetic

Reslnnse. pûsits a dialecticat relationship between reader and text by which tlrc reader's

irrragfunfion compleúes the inherent gaps within a úext in order to fonn a conditional

nteÐing for tlre text Iser's depiction of the collaboratÍon inherent Ín the reading process is

not only revealing for a study of The Wars Ìvith its explicit use of a second.¡rerson creation

of the texÇ but is also important for a study of Ana tlisúoúc. which similarly uses a second-

person voice. The cenhal reder in fuia Historic ís the narraúor's dead nrother Ilra, to

whom the entire novel is addressed. Both novels not only inscribe readers into the text--
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'?ou" the researcher and Ina--but also incite implied readers into assuming the role of co-

creator. Both fuia HistorÍc and The \{ars b€gin with a mystery-The Wars with an

intriguing scene of a man alone with some anirnals in the prologue, and Ana Historic with

the question, "\ilho's There? she was whispering. knock knock. in the dark" (9)--a

mysûery which the reader is invit€d to solve.

In The Warìs. the reader is positioned ftom the outset as the researcher who finds,

inúerpreß, and rccrcates meaning--'You begin at the a¡thives with tlrc photographs" (11).

In section one of the novelo the reader is similarly implicated in the role of the interviewer--

'"They look at you and nearrlange their thoughts" and'In the end, the only facts you have

are public" (10). The intriguing gap in the nanative that is evoked in the prologue invites

tlre reader úo dÍscover what has happened and to reconshr¡ct these past evenb. The reader

thus becornes the co-creator of the text and is inscrib€d into tlrc dranratic record of

discovery and revision.

In Ana Hisúoric. while the reader is not addressed so explicitly, she is inscrib€d in

numenous vvays' ftum the opening question of "\Mho's There?" (9). \{hile the novel, as a

'Htime story for... Ina" (13Ð is written úo the nanrator's dead rnother, the amb.iguous

use of the third-person pronoun 66she" (which simultaneously refers to two dead women--

Ana Ina--and úo Annie the narrator) carries over into the second-perron addrrcss, so that the

reader, who is always implicitly evoked in the text, is very explicifly evoked ín the final

words of the novel,'heading us into the page ahead." F\rthermorr, the elusÍveness of the

openÍng section of the novel requires that the reader'þay attention!" as s/he did in The

Wars. and demands the reader's active reconsûuction and reconfiguration of events.

Iser's model of the teader's inúeraction with and formulation of tlre text teads into

Iarger questions about the notion of identity in both novels In The Wars the reader enten

the text as the hisûoricåI subject--"And this is where you fought the waf' (22)-so that her
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involvement is not only in the pmcess of creating the texÇ but also in the process of

questioning identity. In The Wars a novel which questions the male ethos of war and

demonstrates how the wars are implicit within aII human relationships, this unfüing of an

absolute identity entails an ability to empathize with others as the reder steps into tIre

subject position of others in order to identiff with thern For the reader, this process

involves moving through the different subject ¡nsitions of the characters in the novel

thÐugh a chain of identities by which the reader can b€gin to formulate herself anew.

In Ana tlisûoric. the shict boundaries of self are likewise questioned thrcughout the

novel as the different characters slide into one another, so that the pronoun 6óshe" conres to

represent Anâ, In4 Trerandeven Annie, as the nan:ator admits to the fact tlnt she is

attempting to tell 66our stotyt'in the broad sense of telling women's hisúories In the novel,

howeve4 the dangerous potential of a complete loss of identity is evident in Ina's loss of

self after electuu-shock therapy. A¡rnie's writing nonetheþss atûempts to portray the

dangers of fixing or limiting the identities of wor¡ren as she both irragines rnone than the

sparse archir¿al information tlnt comprises Mns" Richildst rbty, and conshrrcts alûernate

possible selves for Ana, Ina" and even for herself.

Both novels not only higtrlight the reader's involvement in the unftdng of identity

in each text they âlso inscribe their readers in tlre pnocess of writing hisúory. lVhile

Manina Jones has focrued on the "gender-specific codes of historyt'in Ana Hisûoric. and

on tlre way in which l!{arlatt r¡ses citations and'hecitation" (151) to question the

objectifying male gaze of history, and Simone Vauthier has focused in detail on the

narmtive neconshïction of events in The \{ars. a study of the specifically historicåt

discourses in the texts themselves has not yet been done. Questions of temporality are

cenû:al in this secord chapter, and I draw on the theories of [Iayden White's hístoriography

for a context and a vocabulary for a discussion of how hisûory separates the prospective
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and refrospective functions of rcading, which Iser describes, inúo two differing temporat

actions in both novels. \{hite's historicåI agent is similar to fser's first-tinre reader whose

expectations ¿¡ç so¡fi¡ually modified as s/he reads, and the historían is similar úo the rcader

who has taken up the work a second time and retrospectively orders events since s/he has

knowledge of the entire story.

\{hite's theories about the way in which an hisúorical agent shapes events

prospectively while the hisúorian shapes them retrospectively arrc particutarly significant for

Findhy's and Marlafr's historicaVfictional narrzrtives in which the process of writing is

dramatized. For both novels have protagonist-hisûorians who revisit and re.perform the

actions of past protagonists--the reseârcher reliving the life of Robert Ross and A¡urie

reliving and recreating the lives of her mother and fuia Richârds. Both plots ûace the

difference between the prospective actions of the hístoricat protagonists and the

rehospective emplotments by narraúors who configure these actions in new ways, with new

meanings. Each novel also questions the notion of a past hisûory, of history as the "already

tnade" that is built upon a foundation of facts, showing how the pnocess of narratÍvizing is

implicit in all historical narratives (A¡ra 98). The Wars. which is comprised of a series of

docunrentE eye-witness accounts, and narratorial interjections, inserts privaûe history into

the public discourse, ùamatizing not only what official docunents hide, but also what

other histories are concealed in the public rrcord. In Ana Historic Arurie uses l\{m.

Richards' journa[ which is discounted as 'tctional, possibly..." (36), to open up the

public discourse and to avoid the occlusion of personal experience by the "closed door'of

history. Annie opposes her husband Richarù an economic hístorian, in his view of hisúory

as objective and universal by incorporatÍng personal experiences inúo her history of Ana

Richards. Recognizing that Mrs. Richards has been dismissed by the officÍal docurnents in

which her lÍfe soerns to have concluded after her rnårriage úo Ben Springeç An¡rie op€ns up
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her narrative to include privaúe and even fictional docunrents Annie thus raises hrger

questions about why wornen are so often absent from historical narrativeq and why the so-

cåIled objective accounb have rvritten them off.

As both nanztors in The Wars a¡rd Ana Hisúoric atúempt to revisit the past by

expanding the boundaries of the official discourses, they also dramatize J.L. Austin's

speech act theories of perforrnative verbs, by which teüing rnakes a thing h"ppen Austin's

How to Do Thines \ryith Words distinguishes between constative utterances, which are

merely descriptive, and performative utteranceg which enact the significance of ûre words

through their saying. Austin's theory of ¡rerformative utúerances offers a liberating

possibitity for the consfruction of historical narrative, suggesting that history happens more

ûran once through its retelling. In Ana l-Iisûoric. this reopening of fhe past enfails Annie's

imaginings of new possibilities for Mrs. Richards' sbry, as well as Annie's orvn coming

to úerm^s with her moûrer's death as she converses wift Ina in the present tense of the

novel. In The Wars the nalratorts reopening of Robert Rossts past entails not only a

reconfiguration of past events, but also a ftrlfillÍng of Robert's story, since he had been

dismissed as a fraitor in the official mi[tary tristory.

A final chaptcr expards upon fhis reopening of past events in order to reenact and

change the past by offering a gendered rereading of history, a way of opening up hisúory to

the views of excludedreaders. Pahocinio P. Schweickart's'R.eadÍng Ounselves: Toward

a Feminist Tlreory of Readfury" questions the universalizatfrm of tIæ reader Ín rnale reader-

resl>onse theories, suggesting that they ignore differences in class, sex, and race. This

critique of the universal reader leads to a model of feminist reading shategies Schweickart

suggests that reading can be itnagined as visiting, as anatfemptto fravel back in time to

visit \flith the author in order to hear her voice instead of imposing tlre reader's own view

on the text ThÍs model of reading-as-visiting is relevant to The Wars becar¡se of the
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narrator's visits úo two of the wihresses in the text, l¡Iarian Turner and Juliet d'One¡ in his

attempt to revisit Robert Ross, and in Ana Hisúoric. because of Annie's 
"i"iti"g 

with the

dead through her reading of Mrs. Richards' journals and through her imagined

conversations with her mother.

In Ana Historic A¡rnie's visiting of Mrs. RÍchards is an atúempt to try to connect

with the existence of the wonutn b€hind the journal Instead of imposing her viewpoint on

the absent autho4 fuinie atúempb to communicate and cormect \üith he4 so that she

evenhrally imegines her thoughts and actions: 'T imagine her standing slim in whalebone at

the ship's rail as it hrrns with the wind".." (14). Arurie similarly atternpts to corurect with

herdead rnotfrer throughan imâgin€d conversation withlna in which slæ realizes tlnther

mother's voice is a part of her own--'T feel myself in yo,r, imitat€d at the edges where we

overlap" (1Ð. In The Wars. questions of namative authority are also raised when the

narraúorvísits t^dyJulietand ll¡IarianTurnerina¡rattemptúo resist tlæhidden tlrird-person

discourse of ûaditional history by inchxling alternative forms of narration in the úext

Visiting' or revisiting, in both novels mad$ an atûempt at a dialogic forrn of discounse in

terms of a multi-voiced conversatÍon with the past

This rnodet of reading as a kind of visiting is ultirnately an anti-imperiât¡st gesture,

because it is an act which does not try to appropriaúe a characúer's point of view, but instead

attempts to lisúen to his/her voice. This'female" reading of text expands into a'female"

reading of hisúory. In The Wars. the entire war-novel genre written as first-person

confession in works such as Hemingway's A Farewell to Arms (1929) and Charles Yale

flarrison's Generals Die in Bed (19Ð), is replaced by a more inclusive, multi-voiced

porûayal of the wam which are inherent in alt aspects of human relationshþ. The

questioning of the male etlros of military valour, in particular by Lady Juliet and ll{ariaru

hþttlþhts a female rereading of history that exalts compassion over heroism, and bio
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commrlúty over jingoistfo nationalism

In A¡ra Historic. a gendered rereading of hisøry is, in par! a rejection of Arurie's

hr¡sband Richard's view of history as objective and factual. Both by questioning the notÍon

of a "[ine dividing the rEaI from the u¡rrealo" and by refusing fhe forward ftrust of linearity,

the nan:ator searches for a particularly fenab version of history. Exposing the link

between history and "hysteryr" or'the excision of women (who do not act butare acted

upon)" (88)' she attempts to find a form which can embody rryomen's history. This rwiting

of wornen's history includes a remembering of the suppressed stories of both Ina a¡rd Ana

which had been exch¡ded from more û:aditbnâl hisúories

While Ana Historic and The Wars differ widely in theme and style, they

nonetheless complernent one another becar¡se of their nretafictional focus on the process of

consfructing histories Since The Wars has not been examined before now from a feminist

perspective, a comparison with the female reading straúegies developedin Anal{istoric

heþ úo highlight both novels' anti-imperialist refusals to appropriaúe their characters'

points of view. Since Ana Historic has only been examined timitedty, and prirnarity from a

feministperspectivg a conparison with Ttre Warsheþ to emphasize its similar

construction of hisúorical discourse in the novelo and provides a sfuong contexftonhast for

the idea of the role of the reader. As both novels ultimately question the sole authority of

writers and readerg espousing a collaboration between the two rather than a sfruggle for

confrol tlrey relay nicely into one another, providing new readings in ten¡rs of an often

surprising dialogue.
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rlnscribing the Reader: A Relay of ldentities in The Wars and Ana flistoric"

Daphne Marlaú's A¡ra llistoric is an experimental feminist novel that attempb to

rewrite and reconfigure \romen's ffib.y, b€gfuming with the story of a frontierteacherin

Vancouve¡ while Timothy Findley's The Wars is a novel that reconshrrcts a young

Cflradian soldier's experiences in lVorld \{ar I. The two wor*s would seem úo have little

in common Yet in each novel, the reader is invoked, inscrib€d, and placed in the role of

helping to create nteåning in the úexL Jonathan Culler uses the phrase "stories of reading"

to labet different proponents of reader-rcsg)nse theories; his expression proves a usefuI

guide not only for the stories provided for us by literary criticisnU but also for those

dramatized by ll4arlatt ard Fïndtey .

Given tlre range of reader-response theories that have appeared in the last twenty

yeans, Wotfgang Iser, who is often touted as a 'middle ground' theorisf can selre as a

point of enFy into the acts of reading in both novels Iser, in both The Act of Reading: A

Theo{v of Aesthetic Response and'The Reading Process: A Phenomenotogcål Approacþ"

offers a theory that depicts the process of reading by focusing on the reception of the text

by the rcader. Iser posits a dialec{ical relationshþ between text and reader; a ûext is not a

fixed entity, but a series ofpotentialities which the reader fulfiIls in order úo bring the text

into existence ('óReading" l2l9). Iser states thât \üittún the shrrcture of the text, places of

irdeterminacy are conditions forcommrmication and tlntall texts contain gaps which spark

the reader's inregination @917Ð. As the reader links the differing scenes and segments

of the texÇ her fuIfillment can only represent a configurative rneaning, one of rnany

potentials that each reader produces in her own slþhtly unique way. Part of the process of

configuring m€aning in a ûext involves anticipation and rehospectior¡ a continual building

up and shattering of expectations. Iser terms this process "iltusion-buitding" and'Illusion-
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breaking" 6Ct 129)' a 'þrocess of continual nrodification" which ís "closely akin to the

way in which we gather experience in life" ('Reading" 1223). Iser thus focuses on

reading as Process and suggests that nreåning ín texts is not stable but is instead a "dynamic

happening" (22).

The structures of both A¡ra Hisúoric and The Wars wor¡ld be praised by Iser for an

op€rùress tlnt helps to engage tlre reader's imagination While I will b€ focusing primarity

on the inscribed readers in both works, significantl¡ tlrc structure of both texts also places

'real readerst in a role of active particþtion Ana tlisúoric. in particular, is a dense,

complex book that defies easy categorization It takes the form of a Imsely shuctured

collage of quotations from a variety of sourceVdiscourses ranging from Sirnone de

Beauvoir's The Second Sex to I\4 Nlerdale Grainger's l{oodsrnen of the lVest

interspersed \ilift the hisúorical l\{rs. Richards' journat and tIrc narrator's reflectfrrns a¡d

imâginings" l\{anina Jones lab€ls Ana lIisúoric a .'docunrentar¡r collager" a hansgressive

method of recitation that'þmvokes a re-reading of the hstitutbnal writings she cites"

(141). Reading in Ana Hisúoric. ther¡ becomes a process of rereading, deciphering,

recontextualizíng, and piecing together 'tlrc story' in order úo make meaning. The Wars

by comparisorq is more haditionat, but ib sfructure also dernands the readerts involvernent

From the first chapúer after the 'frologuer" tfre reader is ptaced in scenes of interviewg or

in the archives wifh docrments and photographs The tJ¡pe{ hanscrÍpt úestimony of

Il¡IarÍan TrnrrerandJulietd'Orsey offers other elernents ofvariation in the narnrtionthat

suggest how the t€xt is not a product of a singte sustained narrative voice but is in fact a

piecing together of different accounts The reader is inscriH in the role of the archivist,

suggesting that there will be information to be assembled, decisions to be made, and gaps

to be fitled" The Wals does not aspire to a mimetic illusir¡n of reality but instcad conjures

up the whole process of its own creation Ele¡nents of indeterminacy in both texts--why
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did Robert Ross save the hor:ses and who was l\¿Im.Richards--are ga¡rs which, according to

Iser, spurthe readerinto action

In ttrc prologue úoTheWars the readeris intriguedandperhaps confused by the

events described, and in the opening sections of the novel, the reader is specificatly

invoked. The first section of the novel brings us back into the 'present'--6'All of this

happened a long tirrre ago. But not so long ago that everT/one who played a part in it is

dead"--and the reader is immediately implicated in the role of the interviewer (10). The

wihresses look at t?ou" as they consider what to tell and'?ou" ask questions about the

horses (10). The reader is placed in scenes that she cannot even rrccall and the matter-of-

fact staúernent, "In the end, the only facts you have arr publicr" emphasizes how these

'public factst ane as of yet an illusion, but "out of which you make what you car¡ knowing

that one thing leads úo another" (10). 'You" are thus fæed irnnrediaúeþ with a morent of

illusion-breaking rvhen itis apparent ûratttre narmtoris notgoing to continue being

omniscient after the prologue, or let you receive the story passivel¡ But a new illusion is

buitding, one which creates the expectation that you c:¡n find how'6one thing teads to

anofher." And so, tTou begi¡rr again obt the archivesr" puüing togettrer assorfed fragnrents

(11). The fimt sections of The Wars explicitly feature the pictures, the documents, the

intewiewg and the wihresses that make up the stuffof the narrative. Flndley highlþhts the

difficulty of arriving at and deciding upon meaning before the súory of Robert Ross even

begins.

Reading, in A¡ra Hisúoric. is even more dernanding as a pnocess than it is in The

\{ars, Iser explains how reading is a process of selectÍon whereby a configurative meaning

is assembled @.l2f| 15()). Reading involves a breaking and a fulfillment of expectations;

when expectations are fulfiIled "gestalt forming" occurr (125). With Ana Historic the

reader cannot be passive and is continuously in the pnocess of what Iser calls "consistency
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building," having to make sense of the text when expectations of readÍng are not satisfied

(1Ð. Upon first reading Ana Historic. the readeris continually deciphering the text,

atúempting to determine the different voices and discourses that exist side-by-side--a ',book

of intermp¡i6¡¡5"--¡s¡rally without explanation or sounce (A¡¿3Ð. The novel is separated

into sections by sparse, poetry-like pages shouting 'þay attention!" to the reader, that,

white hþhlþhting particular aspects of the novel, serve to grnund the reader. One such

page, for example, focuses r¡s on the importance of naming in the novel: 'fuhat is her first

narre? she must have one--/ so far she only has the nanre of a dead man/ someone

somewhere elset'(37). In a second instance, Ana's rurme is inscriH in handwritûen script

in an act of renaming ard reclaiming l\{rs Richards' individuality. By the third sr¡ch

dividing page, the link between Ana and Ina is explicitly foregrounded--'6Anay'Ina/whose

story is this?"--as tlre reader is forrced to focus on both the near interrchangeability of the

two narnes, and the corurection between the stories of both women (67).

Iser's theoretÍcal terms give us a model for the reception of such texts by tlrc reader

and are particularly useful in a study of The Wars and Ana Hisúoric because of the way in

which both texfs explicitly inscribe and invoke the reader as co-creator. From tIrc oft

quoted prologue of The Wars. Findley sets forth an intþing gap in the story which the

readerisinvit€dúoexplore. ThenovelbeginslikeacurtainrÍsingonaneventthatis

already in prugress for which the reader is not given a context llonna Pennee says that

the prnlogue begins a tbeading experiencet'which'Tnvolves a constant effort úo reconsûuct

the events and circumstances which ted ûo the configu:ation of man-horse-dog and the act

of fteeing witnessed Ín the pmlogue" (3S). The staúement'lt could not be told" (Wa¡g9),

Iike Findley's farnous line'þy attentionlo', is a mar{<er in this opening scene which alerts

the reader to the way in which choices and decisions will be necessarJ¡, because aII will not

be rercaled by an apparently omniscient narrator. The opening scerre in Ana lfistoric.
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much like the prologue in The Wars. is one in which the reader is also Ieft unsituated. The

6'she" and'Îte" of the first paragraph are not narned, and the repetition of t'\ilho's ther-e?"

resonates-'a question without an ans\iler and seemingly without an objecL The gaps in

both Robert Ross's and Mrs. Richards' stories leave the narrative somewhat op€n,

demonshating the way in which interpretation cån vary and the way in which we, úo use

Diåna Brydon's phrase, must 6lnake meaning" with the characters in The \{ars and A¡ra

Historic (62).

The reader not only enters the text as its co-creato¡ however; she also enters it as

its subject In the scene in which Robert and the other soldiers visit the prostituteg the

reader entels the house with Robert: 'On entering Wet Goodsr ¡rou wêne greeúed by a large

male mute... A negro \ilonrån took away your coats and calted you Capn' no matûer what

your rank. Then you were left to stand in the hallwa¡ not quite sure which way to tum"

(3{l). The reader, like RoberÇ is not only left confused and uncertain, but is directly

implicated in the pur1lose of the vísit: 'Ðirectly op¡nsite the door, there was a wall that was

covered with paintings of Otlalisques and mirrors, so the first thing you s¿rw was yourself,

intermingted with a lot of pink arms and pate breasts" (3&39). Anoürer scene

dernonstrates ftis intfumte tink between characúer and reader even frnlher. The rea&r is

brought into the fog and the mud of the war ftont and is ptaced in a dialectical relationship

with Robert No sooner has the narrator stated, "And this is where you fought the warr',

than Robert is brought into this sanre setting, dircctly i-pli*ti"g the reader in his

experiences (72). When the soldier, t evitt remarþ "... sonrewhere back there you took

the wrong turn and you've conrc out onto this dike and the dike is now slowly collapsing,"

both the reader and Robert are accountable for the error (7S). By ptacing the reader in this

setting, Findley not only demonsûates how we ane also in a'fog'about the events, but also

the wayinwhichvveane entangled in the warand can notsimplyobserve the action ftrma
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safe distance.

Iseros view of the reader's transcendence, however, is far removed from both The

Wars and Ana Historic. two novels that explicitly invoke the reader so as to make himor

her personally implicated in the texL Dorura Pennee states that The Wars offers 'în asylum

for the reader" (58), and that to read the novel is 'to perform an ethical acf ' (59). In The

\{a¡s. the Wet Goods scene emphasizes how the reader, entering the whorehouse with

Robert Ross, cannot simply watch the action passively. Left standing with Robert in the

hallway of mirrors' '?ou" mix with the flesh in the paintings to become embodied in the

mirror. Latcr, when Robert is in a noom with the young prostitute, he is horrified by what

he sees in the adjoining noom through the spy hole. As Robert plays the unwilting voyeur,

the rea&r too becomes avvane of the dangerous implications of third-permn narratÍve. If
the reader is allowed a peep hole into characúers' minds and lives, she is spared from seeing

herself implicated in the story and can simply watch and judge. Findley exposes the

fictiveness of this form of narration which he finds dangerous precÍsely because it conceals

its own consûuction and offers an illusion of û:ansparency; he invit€s the reader to be

involved in the text and attempts úo fuanscend the illusion of separateness between the

perrceiver and the perceived @ennee 58). As Findley's invented sounce, Nicholas Fagan

says, 'the spaces between the perceiver and the thing perceived can... be closed with a

shout of recognition" flilþIg.l91). But the recognition involves a sense of complicit, or

even identity, between the viewing subject and the vÍewed objecL

By implicatÍng the reader in Robert's actions, Findley also raises larger questions

about notions of identity. In the fi¡st section after the prologue, the reader is placed in the

subject positbn of the interviewer/researcher as s/he enúers into an illusion that s/he not

only has prior knowledge of Robert Ross's sbry, but that s/he will be sifting through

information to discover the missing pieces. When the narrator says, with ¡eference ûo the
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pictureg .Shr¡ffle these cards and lay them out: this is the hand that Robe¡t Ross was born

witlL" the second-person imperative identiñes us once again with Rober! gv'mg us the

"sarne hând" to ptay narrativelyas he plays in life dramaticaüy (f$.

Reading, Yorlr noúes, is an'6active seeking of lanowledge" (27)z the reade4 inde€d,

is inscribed and even inyit€d to examine and sort though the 6evidence.' The reader is

placed in the archives studying docurnents--"ly]o,r begin at the arrchives with

photographs"-- and is immediately inscribed in the pnocess of finding, interpreting, and

recounting the story of Robert Ross 0Iþ¡g11). \{e are not simpty rrcading the text but are

invoked as a physical presence--"[a]s the past rnoves under your fingertips, part of it

crumbles. Other parts, you know you'll neyer find. This is what you hâye" (11). In her

ftìst franscripÇ Marian Turner also directly addr''esses an audience or reader. She sayg

'You will understandr"'Tou seer" ând 'l quite undenstand why you feet it must be told"

(1O. Within the first ten pages of the novel then, FÍndley has explicitly addressed the

reader, invoked her in the text, and has b€gun to define the importance of her rule in the

formulation of tlre text His metafictional novel which contains a series of nanratives,

docunents, and forms is one in which the reader is invited to piece together the story and

enter into the life of Robert Ross (Pennee 4U43).

The reader-researrche4 however, is called rryon to do more ttnn sift like an historian

thÐugh documents and wihrcss accounts. Lnagination becornes crr¡cial to our recreation of

Ross's story and âs a nreans of bridging the gap between the past and prcsent (Yort< 2S).

The scene in which Robert leaps through m€moiy vivirlly porhays tlre viewer's anirnation

of the past:

Rot¡ert Ross comes riding sûaigürt towards the camera. His hat has fallen ofr,

His hands are knotted to the reins... There is mud on his cheeks

and forehead and his uniform is bruning-long. brisht tails of flame arc str€âmins
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out behind him. He lealn through memorv without a sounù- you lav the fierv

find its meaning--here. (f2-ß)

We are reminded of the mysúerious scene of the horses from the prologue and our search

for the meaning of that incident, but we are also avyâre of the way in which the photograph

is not a still shot of a nrcment from the pasÇ but is a live, moving image that, as Yorft and

others have noted is a picture made in the researcher's mind (29). Emphasizel in this

moment is ¡lrour'resistance úo Robert's enasu¡e from history, as so nurny of those have

done in hying to forget his story. The Étery image" keeps Robert Ross alive in 6|lour'

rrrcrnoly, just as Robert himself resists his sister Rorryena's enasune. Rowena, his

hydrocephalic sibling, is not present in the next photograph of Robert watching the band

play because she is just outside the official framq but Robert ruünes her and proclainrs her

presence, just as he proudly displays her picûue on his brueau and carries one with hÍm to

the front even though she is absent ftrm rnost of the family photographs When fhe

narr:ator later staúes, úThete is no good picture of this except the one you can make in your

min4" \rye ane told of the way in which the reader is required to imagine mâny of the

events that have no wihtesses or to present Robert witlrout docunrentar¡r evidence (71).

This extensive use of tlrou" in The lVam involves more than the complex pnocess

of including the reader in the creation of nreaning in the novel, since it finally offen a larger

challenge to the notion of fixed identities Robert's fellow soldie¡ Levit! presents one

versinn of a totally fixed identity: the sûaþht-as-an-arrow Levitt, who reads war manuals

for pleasure, is surnmed up succinctly by Robert 'TIe was the sort of man who when

asked who was there ? said nre. Iryho else might there be?" (92). lßvtfr,, a man with little

funagination (his contempt for Rodwell's children's books is visibte to the otlrcr soldiers),

canmot imagine anyone being present in the fog but hirrcelf. Another soldie¡ IIarriE
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whom Robert befriends on the voyage to Engfand, offers a version of identity on the

opposite end of the spectrrun In the hospital, the sickly llarris defines his very fluid view

as he tells him how he once s\üam with the fishes: 'oThen I'd slide... Out of my world and

into theirs... And I'd think: I never have to breathe again. I've changed. It changes you.

But the thing was-I could do it Change--and be one of them" (9Ð. His view of identiff

involves a fluidity between all creatu¡es-J'Everyone who's born has come from the sea...

\{e are the ocean--walking on the land" (f05-106). Yet even while tlarris returns úo the

sear and his vision of identity as úotal flux is offered as an alternative to Levitt's narrovy-

minded, limit€d view, tlarris's perspective offers a dangerous exhene.-he drorms in tlpt

same fluidity. The absolute loss of the psyche can ultimately tead orùy úo death.

Both Levitt and tlamis's op¡nsing views of identity offer a frame for a perspective

in the middle ground that is epitomizæd by the r¡se of the second penson in the noveL The

reader is given an alternative view of identity by another of Robert's fellow soldiers,

Rodwello the hurnanitårian who cares for stray animals and uses them as models for his

childrrcn's books. Nthough Rodwell latcr shoots himself after wiûressing a homible act of

cruelt¡r Úowards animals he Ieaves a letúer with Robert for his daughter Laurine that offers a

more hopeful view of identity: 'l am alive in everything I touch. Touch these pages and

you have me in your finger{ips. We survive in one another. Everything lives forever.

Believe it Nothing dies" (135). RodweII, unlike Harris, does not portray a nihilistic loss

of the ego but instead depicts ÍdentÍty as sornething which can be relayed ftrm one pemon

to another. Later, when Robert examines one of Rodwell's sketchbooþ Robert finds

himself' the orùy hurnan forrn, intermingled with a hundred other sketches-"lre was one

with the others" (138). Rodwell's view of a cornrnunal identity that Ís passed on ftom one

being úo another exisb \üithin a larger commrmity of all creatures

' Rodwell's maxinr, '6lile sun¿ive in one anotherrt'is the culmination of the relay of
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identities that is depicted in The Wa¡s: the reader is able to particþúe in the narrative

dramatically by moving.long a chain of identities. In the first scene after the pmlogue, the

reader moves into the position of the arrchivist and subsequently becomes involved in the

process of deciding upon meaning in the úext Next, the reader moves into Robert's

position: the scene at the whorehouse in which we ar¡e implicated in tlrc mirror and the

scene in which \ile ane lost in the fog with Robert not only remind us how we are

subsequentlyimplicated in the apprentlyomniscient scenes ftomRobert's perspective, but

also demonsfraúe the unfixing of identity precisety because \üe can moye into Robert's

viewpoint Similarly, when the reader resists the erasure of Robert's tfrury image" ftom

history, s/he assunres Robert's position who himself resists Rowena's erasure from the

phoúograplu The entire narrative can thus be rtad as a resistance to emsure and as an

enactment of our survival within one anotlrcr.

The whole pnocess of moving into Robert's viewpoint occluìs not only dramatically

in the novel as a \üay of personalizing hisúory, but also on the nanative level of story

making. Ear{y in the texÇ we see Robert resistÍng the conventional code of behaviour and

implicitty those of war when he will not'frght a nurn þis girlfriendl didn't love and whom

he'd never s€en" (14). His refusal becornes the ûeller ll¡Iarian Turner's refusal of social

codeq when she questions the conventional definition of a hero and asks, "lYhy fight in

watt?t' ll4narian's resistance becomes the readerts, as the entire narrafüe becornes a

rcreading of ûadÍtional war rhetoric through the rmcovering of Robert Ross's story. 'You"

resist the official reading of Robert Ross's actions and the condemnatÍon of him by history

just as '?oo" resist his erÍrsune ftom the photograplu

\ilhile ll/[ar{aü's Ana Hisúoric does not have an expticitly fuNcribed reder/researcher

as Timothy Findley does in The Wars. the second-perxron pronor¡n is used repeatedly in the

text to invoke anotlrer reader-the narrator's dead mother hta One possible answer to the
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op€nÍng question of íWho's There"--tîny rnotherr'--would place the absent mother, a

comrnon figure in literahue, as a dialogical pnesence in her text (10). Sounding out the

words as if to úest them in her rnoutl¡ Annie wriúes, '1-n4l-no-longer, i can't turn you into

a story. there is an absence here, where the words súop. (and then i remember--" (11). The

next paragraph moves into a childhood memory in which Ina speåI<s her presence, "i'm

hert," to her frþhtened child (11). Since Ina is dead the narraúor writes ttnt it is "np to

[her] to pult Unâ] thmugh" by te[ing her story (11). Invoking Ina as heraudience becomes

integral to AnnÍe's telling, and the entire novel, in fact, could b€ labetled as a letûerto Ina.

Yet the novel is not a mere invocation of a dead mother. Through writing, Arurie

not only keeps her rpther's story alive, but Ina's voice also enters the ûext to particþte in

conversations with her daughter. Her voice first emerges as one of critþue when she

inúermpts A¡urie's reconshr¡ction of lVlrs Richfldst world with 6lrow you'rc exaggenating"

(22). She becomes Annie's alter ego and even her editor--a critical reader who often

represents the voice of an unimaginative society. She says, for example, r6the trouble with

you' Annie, is that you want to tell a story, no matter how much hisúory you keep throwing

at me" (n). !¡rlunie is ever conscious of her mother as a history-reader and gauges her

reaction as she writes the novel

The process of Annie h'ying to get at the sûory of Mrs. Richards is linked with the

conversations wÍth her mothe4 her imaginary readen The story is most obviously the

unwrÍtfen lives of both nÁ:s. Richards and Ina, but it is also how Arurie describes fhe life

ûtat hâ plotted for her daugþúer--the narrator's past history and her relatior¡ship wiür her

mother--or what Ina would úenn a womân's lot a story ttnt has abandoned her now that

hermother is dead. Yet this súory is also obviously her own writing, and the na¡rator

insinuates that she requires her mother's voice as a muse for her writing. Whiþ she

protests to Ina that she 66can't turn [her] into a sûoly" (11), she later wÈfus, "ürcre is a sbry
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here" (14). As Annie begins to reconstruct a scene in which lVt¡s. Richards is rwiting in

her journa! we begin úo see the way in which the pioneer womån's story is intermingling

with Ina's: 'îro, tfrat was the picnic cloth you used tb use--did they have oilcloth in 1873?"

(29). When Annie writes,'1ve know nothing about her mother" (Ð),,she emphasizes the

way in which her own writing is inscribing her mother and telling her story. Laûer, Annie

askg 6'Ana/Ina/ whose story is this?" (67). When Annie adds, "she keeps insisting herself

on the tellingr" fhe pronoun is ambiguous. 'She" frxes Ana and Ina together, and, as

distinctions between pronouns vanisþ identities tose their separateness--tlrou who is you

or nre"-- as even the distinction between the writer and subject begins to fâde (f f).

Wrifien, in part, as a þtter to tlre narratorts dead mother, fuia tlistoric becornes a

novel about communication Just as so numy of the pronouns and subjects in the text are

deliberately left ambþous and resonate with multiple rneanings, so, too, do many of the

narrator's staúerrents and questions signi$ in different ways. 'f want to tâlk úo yout'is a

statement that most imnediately refers to hra, but also suggests il¡Irs. Richards and even the

reader herself (18). The narrator's retorf tho, we don't know how she came. we know

only tlnt she was appoÍnted teacher for the second term of the mill school's first yearr"

doubly implicates Ina and the reader (15). Even the opening words of the novel-J6Who's

There"--already invoke the reader âs one possibility. ttWho's There" is a reaching out úo an

audience, an âppeal, and a question ttnt is alnost fearfuI of a response. The novel itself is

filled \ilitll a series of questiory a mark of its verbal styte to a large exúentas the narraúor

convetses with her rnotlrer, but it is also characteristic of ifs status as a narrative that marks

an attempt at discovery. ltlany of the questions are rhetorical or have no answers (61yhat is

her first nanre?'), but each question emphasizes the gaps in the narrative and flre way in

which boththe narratorand the reader willhave úo fillinor funagfurc these gaps. il&:s

Richards, for example, beconres An4 a mixfure of both the narrator and her nnflrer, so that
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she is not just named as the possession of her husband but Ís given her own female

identity, one which is nof incidentally, se¡nraúe ftrm that of the other wonrcn in the

narrative. Just as the reader in The Wars is inscrib€d in the repeated use of the second

person' in Ana Historic. '?ou" includes both Ina and the reader. "(WJe couldn't have

imagin"d the world Mrs. Richards walked into" (21), and'!ou misspelled her name" (43),

are both examples of the way in which the narraúor includes the reader in her finding and

telling of a story.

Annie as a reader of Anats texts also gives us a model for the way in which we read

Arurie's own narrative. n{arlafr leaves the status of Ana's rvritings indeterminate. At the

archives, her joumal Ís tabelled "'inauthenticr' fictional possibly, contrived taúer by a

daughter who imagined (how ahistoric) her way inúo the uns¡nken wor{d of her motlrer's

girlhood" (il). The possibility that it has been written by Ana's daughûer is here raised so

as not to let us view Ana's words as any trrrer than Annie's inraginings Quoting one

section of Ana's iournal-'Tlow the min falls in this p}ace--so thick you canmot imagine"

(86)--Annie questions why she keeps up the polite preúence of an audience in her private

journat Yet her comment that no one would ever read her sentences is obviously false

since both Annie and the reader are implicated in Ana's statemenL Alurie's obþtion also

draws her own inscription of the reader into question; why is she keeping up the preúence

that Ina is folowíng her sentences? Annie answers her question in the next paragraph as

she imagines tlr" p.th of .Ana Richards' sentences and life. When Arurie \ryriteE 'Tt was

hers alone, leading her or¡" the third-penson prûH)un becomes blurr€d as Annie enters

Ana's life and envisions her following a hail through the woods and encountering two

\ryomen at a small lake (86). Imagining this scene obvÍously ræpresents more than a simple

füing of a gap in Ana's súory: it also reflects the rvriter's personal need úo experience

through Ana. The act of reading, of positioning oneself as the '?ou" in a text, becomes an
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act of the imâginatbn and an actof empathy.

fuùrie thr¡s dramatizæs our role as readers tlllÛugh her readings of A¡ra Richards'

journat Many of Arurie's rheúorical questions have no ans\ilens at first, but as Annie digs

deeper into her own imagination, she begins to fiIl in som€ gaps. Mar.latt's novel itself is a

series of quesfions, a nanative frrll of gaps that must be imagined by writerand reader.

When Ana crnsses out words in her journd Annie wonders what audience has caused her

to censor herself:

what is she editing out and for whom? besides hersetf?... she is thinking about

those possible others leaning over her shoulder as she writes... i lean over her

shoulder as she h'ies, as she doubts: why write at aII? why not leave the place

as wordless as she finds it? because thene is 'inûo--' what? frightening

preposition. into the unspoken urge of a body insisting itself in the words. (46)

Annie's conmrents most dirrcctty relate to theories of the psycholory of writing, but also

apply to the position of the reader. Is an audience simply a negative pnesence that causes a

writertoeditherownthoughts? Mighttheaudienceservetoauthorizethewritingandgive

it a purpose? Or is any possible audience envisioned to be like Annie, a friend looking

overher shouldera¡rd attempting to rmdenta¡rdand synpathize withhertlmughb?

fura does not limowingly have a reader for her private rwitings, so to prcject an

audience for herself is one nr€ans ofjusti$ing herself and her rwiting. Thât Ana's reader

is envisioned as a sympathetic onlmker is corroborated by the community of readers that

we find in the novel itself, as the use of the second p€rson continues to expand in

concenfuic circles. Anníe converses not only with Inâ, but also with Ana: "Anâ, what are

you doing?" (139), and ûo 7re,'Joutalk about imagining" (l3l). Annie, ther¡ is not

alone in asking, 6lvhose story is this?" (67). \{hen Ina accuses Annie of simply wanting to

tetl heþ own story, she replies *and yours, outìs" (79). With the prolifemtion of voices and
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readers in the text' te[ing "our story" evokes ffre more universal t€tting of women's

stories.-6ówomen imagining...women', ( 13 l).

Thus' the dividing page to the last section of the novel offers a concise summary of

the way in which Marlatt hâs r*fined tlrc reader's roþ in the úext:

she who is you

oil'nle

,i,

address this to. (129)

Thedangling pre¡nsition leaves the readerfre€ úofiItin the blankwith hís/her nanre while

tfre *¡r: in quotation rnarks furttrer draws standard notions of identÍty inûo questbn and

suggests a breaking down of the hierarchy of author and audience. Glen Inwry uses

Barthes' theories about tlre way in which active reading 6'dislodges tlre autlmr from his

work" and thus r4xefs a "tfretne of authorityt'as a model for Marlattts dislocation of

authority in A¡ra tlisûoric (93). The small 'T" not only emphasizes a post-sh-uchualist

questioning of the notÍon of self, but also denies the reader being grounded in a relationship

to an authoritative'I." In fact, the narraûor hersetf, as Lowry remarþ is positioned

varinusly as'lr" 6tsherttand tloutt (94).

Just as FÏndley's TIre Wars poses questions about the formation of narrative

through a rrder variousþ Ínscribed to raise larger questftrns about fixed ftlentity, Marlatt's

fuiâ Hisûoric also challenges standard notions of the subþt Unlike The l{ars however,

Ana HisÛoric specifically delves into the notion of the split subject This split is depicted

through tlre narrator's identit¡r crisis; her reference to '!lou who is you or nrc. she. a part

sFuck offfrom ne. apart se¡rar:ated" begins her search for her'î-ost Girl": 6hþ my l-ost

Girl, because i kept thinking, going back to that tfurc with you-. and what i did when i was

she who did not feel separated or split" (f 1). ¡ttt¡"'s 6L-ost Girl" exisúed in a tinre
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'lvithout historyr" when "our bodies wene ours as far as \üe knew and we knew what we

üked" (19). Annie, through stories of Ina's motherly advice, emphasizes the way in which

young women are taught both to be ashamed of their bodies and also to be constantly

fearful for their proúection Annie relates society's constrrrction of women's bodies by

teling the stories that Ina passed on to her as she was growing up.

The separation of the body and the self entails rnore than the patriarchal consfrr¡ction

of femininity--it tragicåIy occutìs with Amie's mother Ina who underwent shock

treaûnenß because of a mental illness. Ina also became a 'L.ost Girlr" except that in her

case it was becanrse "they erased whole parts of [her]" and "over{oaded the circuits so [she]

couldn't b€ar úo remembet'' (l&149). A¡urie's sbry, ther¡ becomes an atúempt to reverse

her rnother's óhystery" which she has corne to understand as "the excision of wornent'

(88). Pahiarchal history, it turns ouÇ is nothing more than '.hysterectom¡ the excÍsion of

wombs and ovaries by repressior¡ by rnecharrical comprcssior¡ by ice, by the knife.

because \ile \ryene '\ilrÐng' ftom the start" (SS). Annie has somehow úo re-member,.the life

of Ina lost to hysúeria" (Lowry 88). The drastic loss of self that Ina undergoes involves

rnore than the mind/body split that A¡rnie views in herself and Arurie resists Ina's erasune

(llteralty, and from ffiø"y) by featuring her voice in her own text where she writes a long

bedtime sûory úo herrnother.

Cenûal to Ana Historic is Annie's need not only úo re-memberhra but also to re-

memberherownfeminineirlentity,ûowriûeandreinúegrateherbodyandmind. This

project involves a pnocess of 6þutting things back together again, the things that have been

split off'(4I4 51). A¡rnie not only hås úo remember her 6Lost Gfuù" she figuratively has

to re'rnember he¡ a pnocess that atfempb to move beyord consffuctions of femininity to

self-inscription of tlre body. I{ith the words É}ou taught mer" she has accused her mother

of complicity with pahiarchy, 'the uneasy hole in myself and how to cover it up-covergirl"
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(60)- Now in mensfruating, Annie has úo read 6the mark of myself, my inscriptÍon in

blood. i'm here. scribbling again" (90). And so she imagines herself ,lvriting the period

that anives at no ft¡ll stop. not the hand rnaniputâting the pen not the language of

definitioq of epoch and document,language explaining and justi$ing, but the words that

flow out ftum within" (90). The only way to escâpe her mother's socially-imposed code of

self'hafred is to read and write a new code of the femate body.

And so Annie ultimaúely imagines the birthing act as women's rewriting of the

dogma of western pabiarchy. Insúead of the word rnade flesl¡ she imagines the flesh made

word, '¿a nnssiYe syllable of slippery flesh" which "slide[s] out the open nrouth" of

Jeannie's womb in a scene wihressed by Ana Richards and imagined by Arurie (126).

Annb hscribes a'6mouth speaking flesh" in'this othertanguage so drfFcult to ûanslate',

(126). But ultimately, this '6mouth" speaks a language whÍch can supply her with a lost

homeland, óher counûy she has conrc into, the counfr¡r of her body" (lrD.

This reinÚegratÍon of the Lost Girt with her tost body is just the kind of

horecoming for which both fuia and Annie long. Annie eventually finds her connection in

another house filled \üith wom€n; with her friend Zoe, fuinie finds the 56rour.' ín body"

(lsf). As they make love, they fuse togetherand give "birth to each otherr'(lS3).

Identity' in this final scene, beconres fluid. The reconciliation with one's body does not

mark a return úo an essential self howeveL nor does it represent a fixing of identity. Just

as The Wam demnshatcd the dangers of viewÍng oneself as abaolutely se¡nraûe, Ana

Hisúoric exposes tlre limitations of societ¡r's atúempts to fix women into an essential

'femaleness.' After Ina undergoes shock therap¡ she becorres absolutely fixed. A¡urie

tenrarks, "th"y took your irnaginatiori, your will úo create things differently', (l4g).

Identity' in Ana Historíc. involves 'unfixing'--the right to forrnulate oneself and to irragine

possible selves Annie's \ilTiting of Ana Richards'htory, for example, entails irnagining
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the Úeacher beyond the nanow range offered to her by the title of ll¡Irs Springer. She

imagines "other selves" for Ana just as Annie laúer imagines a relationship with ZÆthtÃt

nx)ves her beyond her identity as Richard's wife Annie (146).

Fluid identity' in Ana Historic is portrayed r¡ot as a dangerous imrnersion or

escaper but as an enF¡r into a world of connection The fina[ unnumbered page in the

novel depicts a positive image of timeless fluidity. As in The War.lr the unfixing of identify

in Ana Hisúoric implicates the reader, but while The Wa¡s uses a retaying of identities

through a chain of dÍfferent zubject positions, A¡ra Hisúoric relays irtentity primariþ

through the blurring of pronouns ttÞt calt for zuccessive subject positions Annie writes to

her rrother, for example, "i feel myself in yor¡ irritated at the edges where we overlap"

(17). The entire novel involves the overlapping of identities: 6!rou" are simultaneously

Anar Inâ, Zæ, andeven Richar4 just as "shet'can evoke all of the wonren in the tox1- ZÃe

challenges AnnÍe with the staterent, '1vho are [the ócharæters' of your sfory] if they aren't

you?'n (f40). "she who is you/or rrefi'laddress this to" epitomizes the bturring between

tlre nan:aúor, tIæ characterq ard tIrc reader in the úext (lÐ). The quotation marks around

the lower cqse "i" call into question both the solidity of the zubject position as well as the

hierarchical relationship between the nanraúoras the one wlro adúrsses, and the rea&ras

tfre rrcceiver of information The "or, suggests multiple possibilifies--the reader can move

tlong this chain of zubject positions because the bor¡ndaries between the subjects are

deliberaûelyblurcd.

In A¡ra Historic'?ou" becomes the place'lvhere we meet" (ls3), a part of the

brftþe between ditrering i&ntities, and a part of the nretarnorphosis tlrat occurs between

'the who is you" and'6she who is me" (129). In The Wa¡ìs. the reader, along with the

cha¡actels in the novel participates in the unfixing of identity, but the chaÍn of identities is

not only represented thmugh the reader's enfry into tIre archivist's and Robert's subject
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positiory sirrce other characúers also lengfhen this chain. Mrs. Ross, for example,

becomes so concerned about Robert's safety that she enters the experience of his madness.

l\{r. Ross, realizing that'Maybe you [have] to give yourself away," sSrmpathizes with his

wife by putting hirnseHimaginatively in the place of Nths- Ross as a young vyonurn (13Ð.

The next scene' in which Robertfinds himself intermingting with the animåIs in Rodwell's

sketchbooþ under-scores the identification that has just occurred. L,atcrrll¿I¡s. Ross

particþtes with Robert as he becomes more deeply enhenched in the nradness of the war:

the day of Robert's deatb Robert's picture on tlre Ross mantelpia'ce begins to fade and

l\'hs Ross proclaims herself blind as she physicalty enacts Robert's death within herself,

even before her son's condition has been publicly announced.

The ending of The Wars builds one flural chain of identities, that of Rowena-Robert-

Lady Juliet-the narrato¡-'!ou." While a dnmk IVIrs Ross was earlier wheeled amund in

Rowenats chair, Robert is nrcre desperaúely in need of a wheelchair when we last see hina

because of his many injuries Robert fhr¡s enters Rowena's subþt position as tlre invalid,

while Lady Juliet enúers into Robert's ¡rosition as caregiver. With the final words of the

novel, '?outt have moved into th€ narrator's position as the úelþr of tIrc story and into

Robert's very position as tlre source of autobir¡graphy-J.rfÆok! you cân see our breath!'

And you can" (191). In the total structure of the worþ we replace one another on this

chafu¡ moving from right to Ieft through various subþt positions, from 6!ou" to tlre

narrator ûo Lady Juliet úo Robert "Ard you cantt nrakes the reader speåk in agreenrent with

Robert even as'?oo" âsstune his position in ûrc text by lending him'lourJ breatlu Tlre

writing of "And you cant'becomes our words, âs we are left to read Robert Rossts sûory

6Tnto the page ahead" 6Ie153).

The relaying of identity in fuia Historic is frrrther complicatcd both by issr¡es of

reading and by Annie's atúempts to end her novel Jonathan Culler refers to tlrc way in
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which experience turns to knowledge through reading and this process creates a sense of

mastery over the tæ:rtQÐ. Annie, however, wriúes against the mastery of history--.history

the story, Carúerts and alt the others, of dominance. mastery. the bold line of it"--against

the closed parentheses of the obþtiffing male gaze of history/narrative @¡¿25¡. Annie

hâs difficulty ending her story, in part becanrse she has been resisting the haditional

shucfures of both hisûoricåI and fictional narrativg and also because she does not want

glibly to summarize her characúers, to catch them 66between the covers of a book" (150).

She further breaks down the barriers between life and fiction-6Tn life we go on"-- as the

depiction of the love-making of Annie and7.æ, first writúen in the present tense, moves

into a tinreless, fluid episode (150). The scene is one of birthing, parallel to Jeannie's, and

represents the possibility of a new @innÍng. \{hen she writeg rteading us into the page

aheadr" she not only resists closure and the final word of an ending, but she also places the

burden of fhe ending directly onto the reader (153). We are responsible for imagining Zoe

and Annie and tlrcir relationship asi we 66reã1" their future and its endþss possibilities. We

give'þlacer" .lvorrfsrtt and ttbirth" to each other by the end of üre novel (ls3).

,dt the end of "The Reading Procesg" Wolfgang Iser offers potential insight into the

relay of identity that is enacfcd in both The Yt/ars and Ana lIistoric- Reading is described as

an act of discovering rfuhat had previously seemed to elude our consciousness" (1232).

The act of reading itsef according úo Iser, entails'Tormulatíng sornethirg unforrnulated in

ourselves" 6n4. Reading neûþves tIrc boüdarþs of the "subject object division that

constitutes atl perceptiorf t as tlrc reader is "occupied by the &oughts of anothet''and must

renegofüte the bourdaries of his/her personality (1231). In extending our own reality,

tlrer¡ we become 66othet''to ourselves. By becoming'6oth€rr" we particþte, on the literal

level of reading, in the unfixing of identity thât is porhayed in both novels tryhiþ the act of

'formulating" entails leaming a¡rd an active search for knowledge, Iser emphasizes this
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prccess as sorrething which occurs within the reader. Even though the reader of The Wars

and Ana Historic is câIled u¡nn to help creaûe and formulate the texts, the reader is asked to

do more--to participate in the texts and in so doing to extend herself.

The relaying of identities that occurs in both Ana llistoric and The Wals serves to

question the validity of fixed identity while dramafrztngthe problem of how an identity can

beunfixedwithoutlosingitsnreaning. AnaHistoricfeaturestheblurringoftheboundaries

between subject positions in order úo open up both possibilities of reading and possibilities

of imagining oneself beyond the confines of what is defined as self. In The Wa¡s. the

reader occupies differing subjects as']ou" nx)ye through a chain of positions People are

rclayed in one another, portraying a pnocess of nroving beyond the shict boundaries of the

self, beyond Levitt's unquestioning'Me." Understanding the wars in the novel entails

empathizing with differcnt points of view and not mercIy reading ft'om an objectified,

perspective. Dramâtizing both the conshrrction of ttreir texts, and the

deconstruction of a fixed notíon of selfrrood, Findley and Marlatt offer a story of reading

for "our" role and inscription in The \ila¡s and Ana Historic
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"'Perforrning' History: The Reader's Experience of Time in Ana Hisûoric and The Wars,'

Readels of Ana Hisûoric and The Wals relay more than the identities of characúers

and narraúors in each work; they relay the human experbnce of separation by tinre, but also

of connection between widely separated rnornents. In particular, the structu¡res of

tcmporality in these texts move us ftom the reader's role in enacting the nanafive to ttrc

narnrtive act of writing itself,, The double now of the narrators who are in the act of

nanating the texts--tlre researcher in The Wan who is reconfuuring ¡nst events ftrom

his/her contemporary penpective and Armie, in Ana Hisúoric who continues to particþte

in the stories of tlre past that she is narrating--dramatize the making of tristory. Findtey and

Il¡larlatt's novels ask us in turn to re'read and re'irmgine past docrnnents in order to reÌay

the historical moment to new conclusions.

tVolfuang Iser's 6'The Reading PrÐcess" and The Act of Reading are not only

r¡sefulo then, in their depiction of the reading pnocess¡, describing a model of the way in

which readers fu|fiil and enact texts; his reception theory is also very ûellíng about the

temporal aspects of reading. Iser notes that a novel cannot be gnasped as a whole so the

rcader is constantly in the pnocess of selecting and grouping meånings in a way that cannot

be dtrylicated on second neadings or by other readens. Iser calls the reader's pnesence in the

tcrtíapointwlære menþr¡/ and eryectation convergg and the resultantdialectic movernent

brings about a continr¡al urodification of rrremory andan increasirE complexityof

expectation" (Acg 118). Meaning, Iser noteq has a'étemporal characterr' (IaS); a second

reading of a text can never duplicaþ the first, precisely because the first reading influerrces

the second. A first reading of a text for Iser is akin to the experience of living; the way in

which w€ ane continually nrcdi$ing as we read Ís similar úo the way in which we gain

experience in reat life fReading" 1223). In a fi¡st encounter with a þxq one reads
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Prospectively in anticþtion of the events to come, while in a second reading, one reads

rehtspectively as well as prospectively. The reader has lcrowledge that s/he did not have

in the filst rcading and can therefore correc! enricþ or simply change his/heropinions

during the second- If an initial encounter with a úext is like a life experience, then in the

second the reader is put in the position of the historian who refrospectivety shapes

experiences with the knowledge of the outcome of events.

Iser's model of the temporal strïcfure of reading fi¡rds an interesting counteraart in

the hisûoriographic narratolory of llayden lVhitc. fser's distinction between prospective

and retospective actions in the reading pmcess is franslated in White's theory into the

prospective action of tlrc historical subject and tlrc refruspective action of tIæ historiatr. In

The Conúentof the Forrn lVhiúe's historical agent is similarto fser's first-time reader who

is involved in a process of illusion-building and illusion-breaking; even as his/her

expectations are contimrally being modified, s/he'þrospectively prefigure[s] [his/her life]

as a story with plots" $ryhiþ 173). But historicat agents cannot always foresee the

lrrcaning of their deeds, ttbecause human actions have consequences that exúend beyond the

purview of those that perform theur_^" (174). As White puts i! "A nreaningñrl life is one that

aspires to the coherency of a story with a ptot Historical agents pruspectively prefuure

their lives as súoríes with plots. This is why the historian's retrospective emplofrnent of

historical events can¡rot be the pruduct of the irnrgirrative ftædom enþyed by the writer of

fictions" (173). And so tIrc historian takes up the action a 6's€cond" tirne, emplotting and

configuring hisúorical events rehospectively into a story. But what the historian shares

$'ith tlrc agent at the deepest level is the profound human ex¡rerience of temporality in the

sûucû¡re of exisúe¡rce. The strrcûrre of historft¡I nârrative therefore contains tIrc basic

sfructurc of hunan experience, inasrnuch as'Étemporality is 'fhe shucture of existence that

reaches languâge in narrativÍ ty"' (17 l).
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While Vyhite and Iser do overlap on issues of anticþtory and rehospective reading

of actions and events, White delves deeper into issues concerning temporality and

narrafüe. In his chapter entitled 6"fhe Metaphysics of Nanativity: Time ard Symbot in

Ricoeur's Philosophy of History," Wlúte quotes Ricoeur as referring to nalratívity as ,.the

Iânguåge shuchue ûrat has temporality as its ultÍn¡aúe rcferenf ' (171). óT{istorical

discourse" is thus the process of "endow[ing] the experience of tir¡re with meaning' (173).

Ricoeur views time itself as fundamentalty narrativistic in nature; the way in which humans

configure and experience tlreir lives as sûories ateady anticþates historicat narratives which

configure events as'lived stories" (177). Whitets and Ricoeur's theories, ther¡ do not

simply question hÍstoricâI representation for depicting a unity that does not exist in the rrrere

chronicle of events; White suggests that, because of the sûucûrre of ternporality itself,

nanr:ative hisúory imitates life and tIre way in which human befu¡gs both emplottheirlives

and seek úo endow their lives with nreaning. Hisúory is not merely the neuûal ûanslation of

a series of events--it is shown to be 6'conshr¡cted rather than discovered" (Sman 2).

The experience of úemporality is a cn¡cial aspect of the nanatives of Ana Historic

and The l{ars The double namatÍve sûrrcture of The Wars ùamât¡z€s the process of its

creation as the archivislnarraúorsorts through fhe informtion in orderúo arriveat the 
"ûory.

In the first scene after the prclogrre, the illusion of a hansparent realistic narrative ís broken

and tlrc reader is brought back inúo the narraúor's presenh "AIl of this happened a tong tirne

ago But not so long ago that everyone who played a part in it is dead" (10). The reader is

made avsane from the ftst chapter after the minretic pnologue that hísúory--Robert Ross's

súory-is rnade up of photographg documents, and eyewitness accounts that must be

interprcted (Yort< TI). The minresis of action, in other words, shifts from the hisúorícal

subiect to the hisúorian 6hlâkÍng" hi"tory. Now tIrc narraúor begins in Chapûer 2 úo

assemble some of the docurents in the arrhives that s/he witt sift througl¡ an entire age
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which 'lies in ftagments underneath the lamps" Oryars.11). The dusty, yellowing,

crumbling past in the arrchives is what the researcher must assemble and emploL The very

selection of photographs which are described is the first such emplotnenÇ but near the end

of this pass¿¡ge, the narrator emphasizæs the inherent mndomness of the 'þichues"

themselves-J'(s)huffie these cards and lay them out: thÍs is the hand that Robert Ross was

born with"--suggesting that the sequencing of events is always open to inúerpretation (1Ð.

Ana Hisûoric similarly dramâtizes ib creation ûuough the double narrative of Annie and

Ana but the ftames are not set up as clearly as they are in The Warìs. since the reader is

deliberaúely disorientatcd as she hies to find her place in the t€xt The namator is writing

personal histoty (auúobiography), a personal letter (to a dead rnother), as well as the

biography of a woman from local history whose own auúobiography (iournal) is on deposit

in the archives. Mrs. Richards' journal and letûen invite A¡urie's nereading of the young

teacher's story, just as the pile of docurnents begin the researrcher's rereadÍng of Robert's

story. In both cases, howeve4 it is what the documents do not or cannot say that inspires a

critical rereading and an irmginative enûy inúo the past lives of both lt{¡:s Ríchards and

Robert Ross.

The Wars is built upon such parallel actions perforrned by the'Îristorfual agent "
RobeÉ Ross, and the historÍcal researcher who narrates the story. In ttrc first section after

the prologue, we become a\ryane that the prologue is the narr:atorts recreation of a long-dead

past We arr thus bnought closer to this'þresence" of the past only to be rcminded of our

distance from iL Lorraine York noûes how Findley shesses the "double framework of the

novel" wiür inúerjections into the ftarnparent nanative of Robert Ross that remird us that

\rye ane viewing his story ftoma conúernporary perspective (29-30). One such intn¡sion is

the nanaûor's explanation of Robert's request fora pístol: 'Lest Robert's having to ask for

his own side arms make[s] no sense to those of you who weren't around or haventt read
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this part of hisúory' it should be pointed out that this was a 'people's army'--not an army of

professionals" @$.36). York notes that this'ótrick" of adding historical explanations to

the narrative locates us in the late Twentieth Cenhuy, and helps úo preserve our distance

from the rvar (30). But there is also a sens¡e in which the reader is projected inúo a "double

now" of hisúory and fiction. By hþtrlþhting the gap between Robert's ex¡rerience and a

contemporary perspectÍve, Findley emphasizes the necessity of catchíng up with'lost

tim,er" since it is the reader, as I discussed in chapter one, who provides a link between the

two narrative viewpoints.

The narrative action of closing the gap between past and prnsent in The Wars begins

as a simple blurring. The fi¡st-tinre reader of the t€xt is placed in a position of assr¡med

liutowledge about the infamous Robert Ross. When '?ou" ask about Robert Ross and

'they" tell you that he is dead "This is not news" @IE 10). While we do not yet know

1þs flgtails of Robert's life, we do learn early on that he was "consumed by fire" (f l). The

text places the reader in the ¡nsition of the historian who knows the frame of events but

must findr interpreÇ and order these events in order úo telt the súory. The narr:rtive act is

thus a strange blend of retrospective and proqlective stances. On the one hand, the reader

is placed in the position of the researcher who orders the events ftom a distånt,

contemporar¡r pelspective, but, on the other hand, the rnader is also positioned, through a

relay of identitieq into the role of the historical agent Robert Ross Robert's story is

written as if Ít were occurring in the present He acts prnspectively and the nanative is

fiIted with sus¡lense and tension. The reader, who knows of Robert's eventual death,

nonetheless entels inúo the prospectÍve position of Roberf who carmot foresee his own

futüt' because the events leading up to Robert's death remain a mystery to us Findley

here questions the notion of narrative omniscience, forcing us instead to participate in the

suspense of Robert Ross's actíons and to becorne involved in the emplotment and
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intetpretation of his story. The narratorial inúerjections. then, do not serve ûo remind us that

vve ane reading fiction, but instead to emphasize the dual position of the reader who spans

both the past and prcsent

In Ana Hisúoric. the blurring of chronologi is even more explicit, atthough the

separate time ftames are much more tenuous than they are in The lVars. Ostensibly. the

novel is concerned with thre€ distinct periods--tlastings Mill in the late 18{Ðs, the

nattator's childhood in the sarrre city in the 1950s, and the present of narr:ation, still in

Vancouver, in the 1980s. But the reader of A¡ra Historic is not even sure of what tíme it is

infrequentleapsintheopeningpagesbetweenatlthr€€temporallevels. Tlreblurring

occllnsr it p."t, because Annie, the narrator, is simultaneously trisúorical agent and

historian For Annie's writing of the story/history of Ana Richards coincides with the

\ryriting of her own life storlr which is both retrospective as she looks back on her

childhood and her relationship with her mother, and prospective as she projects her life

fr,omlrercnunblingntaniâgeinúothefufu€. AnâRfuhârdsrthehistoricalagentwhois

closest in this novel to the position of Robert Rosg is seen through her journat writings in

a continuing past, rrccorded in her present--to expness her concerns about her new life as a

teacher as well as those for her larger future. Annie, however, writes of Ana's experiences

not only ftom a retrospective view of these past documents and the context of the historical

perio4 but also with a prnspective reinragining that carries her beyond the statenrent that

'hisûory mamied lrer to Ben Springer and wrote her off' Q!4¿134). At the sarne tirne,

fumþ the hisúorian camies on a conversation with her dead mother Ina which r€calls th€ir

conversations of the 19$s, but also brings the dead wonun up to daúe with Annie's

present life in the 1980s. The historical Ana Richards is also permitted úo speak directly to

the reader thmugh lrer jouma[ emphasizing not only the interconnectbn between wonrcn

of different genemtions, but also the arìitrariness of litemry shuctu¡es themselves. Ana
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Historic thus demonsûates the úenuor¡s and artificial naûrre of the borders between pasÇ

presenÇ and future by representing narrative tinre as fluirl

The complex treatment of úem¡rcrality in both novels seles ûo pose broader

questions about the notion of a 'past' history. A¡ra Historic is more explicit than The Wars

in its challenge úo haditional historiography wiûr its notions of impersonal narration and its

privileging of facts. Arurie's husband Richard is an historian whose voice in the text seryes

as a model for the rtnale" wrÍting of history. Richard, who seems to be an economic

hÍsúoriar¡ staúes that 6history is built on a grurndwork of fact" (134). Hisúory, according

to Richard, is the 'hlrcady nrade" (98); to the hisúorian it seems that maúerial co¡rditions

such as'6lot numbers and surveJr maps'o have only ûo be pieced together ûo give him 6the

picture he wants" (79).

Annie's mother Ina sides with the historian's view of "objectiye" history by

dismissing her daughter's history as '6story" QJ). ButAnnie maintâhs that she "learned

that history is the real story the city fathers tell of the only important events in the world"

(28). h order to question and present other possibilities for rwiting, Annie must break

open the "(f)acts" of history, which she sees as "(voice-over), elegiac, epithetic. a

diminishing glance as the lid is closed rr"rly and finally shut" (4s). She begins by

questioning docurrrentg asking where are the wonrcn in ttris supposedly objectíve history--

'lvhere are the city mothers?' (28). She later inúerprets the gaze of hisúory as befurg like the

definíng male gaze in which \ryomen are viewed as being rrerely passive and as existing to

be looked at and not to acL Annie counúers the male gaze by making it subject úo

inspection She inserts passages of 'lnale" trÍstory inúo hernanative without

contextualizing ûrem orascribing ownership ûo them (she inragines Richardproûesting

'that's not how to use quotations" (8f )). The excerpts she quotes, such as the "Ex Star of

Janraica" lisf expose the male idea of historJr as an exchange of goods
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Most tellingly, Arurie juxtaposes the story of Jeannie's birthing with a male story

of a boat race. Whih the wonren join together to support their frierd, the rner¡ in their

vessels that are apprcpriately given female n¿unes, are competing with one another and are

involved in a contest of ¡rower. Annie similar{y examines a photograph of five men in

business suits who arre standing in front of Hastings' sawmill. The photograph is an

outside view of the Alexanders' first house which defines it as a public space, male

property in a grid of land titbs, ratlrer than as the private, donrestic space of the mother

gtving birth to a child whose existence also belongs to the publid. By questioning the

absence of Jeannie Alexander from the picture, Annie questions the exúernd obþtive view

of the official frame and suggests that we must go inside in order to discover the other half

of the story.

Annie counters the defining male gaze of history by opening up a space for

women's history. But Arrnie's project also involves dismantling the public/private binary

that extols history as objective, sþnificant, and universal while dismissing personat

experience as subjective ard inconseqr¡ential She irnagines a complernent of rïnúerior

history" (90)' a hidden'þrsonal history" (55) which is obscured by the exúernal,

objecti$ing historical narrative. In or&r to tetl tlrc story of Ana Richards ând Jeânnþ

AlexandeL Annie must not limit herself to the official documents, because they only tell her

that n/fts. Richards was a young, widowed school teacher who amived in tlastings Mill in

1873, purchased a piano from Mrs. Schwappe, and later married Ben Springer.

Recognizing that this woman's life could not be so easily summed up, Annie questions

why Mns. Richa¡ds has been written offby the official docurnents, thus naising the larger

question of why wonren are written out of history. Ana's journa! deemed by the archives

as potentially inauthentic--'îctional possibl¡ conhived later by a daughúer who inragined

ftow ahistoric) her way into the unspoken wor:ld of her nrcther's gfu{hood"--opens up new
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possibilitÍes of rcading the young teacher's life (3ó). Arurie thus questions why women's

personal accounts a¡e considered less significant as she exposes the biases of the so-called

objective accounts.

In a widely different contexÇ The Wars also challenges the divisions between

public and private, official and personalo objective and subjective, as the novel enacts a

questioning of hisørical narrative itself. Lorraine York notes how Findley offers us only

brief glimpscs of military hittory and the historic Éógr€ât ruunes and events" of World War I,

turning inst€ad to ttrc pemonal experíences of indivÍdr¡als (3S). The narrator's claim that,

'Tn the end, the only facts you have are public" is conh:adicted throughout the novel as the

súory moves beyond docurnented 'sfact' and into penonâI reflections and interpretations

firyagp 10). The narrator's statenrent that íthe cornerof the picture will reveal the whole"

presents a nevv method for examining documents that strives to look outside of and beyond

the official frare (10-11). The method is derronshated shortly after this statement: in a

picfure låbetled'Meg-- a Pahiotic Pon¡" Stuaft, Robert's younger brothe4 who is

cårrying a baseball baÇ is standÍng "0)*t at the edge of the picture" (14). Later, we learn

of the nanative intentions that lie b€hind the phoúograph: Sh¡art whetlrer the picûue was

taken on the day of Rowena's deafh or on another, \ryas teåsing Meg with the baseball bat

and this was tlre neåson for her flat ears. Similarly, the picture in which Robert is watching

the band and Rowena is outside of the picture is extrernely revealing of what in fact gets

.framed" and what is left untold, just as Rowena is excluded from aII of the official family

picûues The forced rnerger of private experience with pubtic information (with emphasis

on the individ"al) is summed up in a passage at the end of section four: 'fü far, you have

died of bronchitis and one of whom died in a barn with her rabbits" (158). We are

rcminded that privaúe cannot be separaúed ftom public experience in a time of war; but
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neitlrer can subjective and objectiye experience be separatcd in the time of reading.

The Wars. a novel that is ostensibly comprised of several documents, eyewiúness

accounb, and nanaúorial interpretations, dramatizes the problemof docunrents themselveg

and whal for various neåsons, they do not or cannot say. One clear example of what

documents hide in the novel is a letúer ftom Robert to his parents in which he simply úetls

them that "someone put [him] in charge of the horses" (68). By conûast, the nanator

imagines or describes (which one is not clear) the harrowing ordeal in which Robert hâd to

shoot an injur€d horse. Comrnentíng on the reficence of Robertts letúers, the nanaúor states

that RobeÉ wroúe to his family each week with 6funnerving formality" (70). Robert's Ietter

itself reveals a nearly stilted fonnality of language; his senúences ane short and his brÍef

descriptions read like a posúcand: 6T think pertraps you'd like this place where \ile ane...

The war seenrs awfrrlly far away. Even further offthan when rve wene at hor¡re" (6S). The

verT¡ lrrtûrerin whichRobertadd¡esses the letfcrs.-'Miss lltfargaretElizabeth Ross"and

'Masúer Str¡art Montgomery Ross"--attests to the careful, polite conventbns that Robert

follows. So, too, the reception of his letþrc by family members--those to his parents are

carefuIly tied and placed in a lacquered box, and those to Peggrare neatly kept in a separaûe

drawer in her roorrr-reveals the alrnost sacrrcd fonnality of these writúen exchangeg whicl¡

like Robert's 5/7 photograph on the rnantle, have litfle connection to the Robert Ross at the

fronL Perùaps Stuart's heaûnent of his brother's letúeru is the rnost forthrþht in the Ross

famÍly: both his launching of the pages ftom the roof and his exchange of the letters at

schml as warmemorab¡lla fr€atttre letúers as mere artifact, meantforconsrmrption in terrns

of the social conventions which speak for the recipient

Since Robert is not quoted at any length in The War:s. rmlike Ana Richards in her

journd we canmot heþ but question why a cache of documents ftom the protagonist do not

authorize his biograph¡ given that they are the orùy sruriving remnants of his voice. The
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neacfion of Robert's family to his letters (excluding Stuart's), as well as the glimpses we

get of the Ross's uncommunicative family relationship before Robert's departure, suggest

that Robert's letters telt the Rosses precisely what they want, and expec! to hear. He

wriúes home in clichés, comparable to the socíal rmxims he had ûo endu¡e from writers

such as Booth Tartrington which rcquired hím to'frght a rmn" Heather Lawson "didn't

love and whom he'd never se€n" (19). But while he resisted such clichés at home, he now

must censor war experiences for a family that does not want, or cam¡rot bear, to hear about

pain and suffering. The autobiographical "sourcet'of the letters, ther¡ cannot be accepted

at face value and mr¡st be examined for its hidden motívations, just as Annie questions the

morrents in Ana's joumâI in which words are crossed out and thoughts are censored.

Robert's letters, the narraúor implic$ recognizes, depict his public sel$ and the narrator

must seek an imaginative interpretation of the events in orderto move beyond the pubfic

facade and into the privaûe self of Robert Ross.

The entire novel not only questions what docurnents hide, but what of private

history is hidden by the public record. Findley deliberaúely pluralizes his title, as numy

have noted, in order to expand his novel úo include the private battles--"And this was what

they called the wars" fiila¡g 70). The scenes that precede Robert's departure for the front

comprise only a srnall segnrent of the novel, but they arìe anrcng the most menrcrable.

When Robert gets offa train in Kingston in preparation to go overse:m, he thinks back to

that scene in which Heather Lawson got angry at him for not fighti"g a man rvho clainred to

Iove her. This scene is similar to Mrs. Ross's shange logc; after Rowena's deatl¡ Mrs.

Ross says that her rabbits have to be killed "B€caus€ they were hers" (22). The kiling of

the rabbits by the mindless "soldief 'Teddy Budæ after Robert shrggtes wÍth him is

summed up by the natraûor as a rneaningless convention: ttAll tlrese acûors rvern obeying

sorne kind of flate we call 'revenge.' Because a girl had died--and her rabbits had suvived
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hef'(25). Laúer, in a conversation with his mother while he takes a bath úo soothe his

wounds, another battle is evoked, and Robert says that his mother always used his

childhood as a weâllon These ear{y scenes not only foreshadow Robert's departure for

Ftance, but depict the wars that are always present óon the horne fr:onL' The home itself is

no safe refrrge, because tthe waÌs" are always already prrcsent in all human relationships.

S€xuâI relationships are similarly depicted as another form of battle. In the whorehouse,

Robert is unable to'þrfonn" and then watcheg horrified ard afraid, the sen¡al scene

between the Swede and Taffler. Later, when young Juliet catches Robert ard Barùara,

she, too, does not understand what she is watching (or per*raps understands it only too

well), and inûerprets the scene as an act of muûral hate and violence. Robert's brutal rape at

the hands of his fellow soldiers is characteristic of the manner in which sex and violence

are made equivalent in the novel, suggesting that the public experience of war is only a

rnask for the private experience of conflict whÍch goes unrecorded.

The way in which cha¡æûers and narrators inThe WamandAnalIisúoric rcsist their

peñsonal histoty being 61vritúen off'by official tristory is an intuicate process that rcquires

more than the opening up of the frarnes to furcorporate personal eryerience inûo

historiographic narrative. Both novels, in fact, achrally ùamatize theÍr rcsistarrce úo tIrc

notions of the "closed door'of history through their sense of time as a two-way sheet held

open by perfonnative language. J.L. Austin's qreech-act theories offer a useful rnodel for

explaining this performative dimension of both texts. In How To Do Thines tryith lryords.

Austin formulates the important distinction between conshtive and performative utterances.

He @irs his argurnent by questioning the assumption that 6ttatements" arc nrer€ty

descriptive or serve to state facts, either trrly or falsely. Austin lab€ls this type of

descriptive statenrent as constative and distinguishes it from otlrer staterrents rvhich do not

describe anything, carmot be deemed true or false, and carurot be described as'rjust'
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saying an¡rthing" (Ð. h these perforrnative utúerances, as he nanr€s them, the act of saying

is the 'þrforming of an action" (6). He gives the example of saying '1do" in a nrarriage

cenemony âs an act which performs tlrc marriage in the words themselves ratlrer than

reporting on an action outside of language. Austin goes into great detril in order to define

perforrnatives and to explain the way in which they can be determined through different

conventions, including serious and nonserious uses.

In'oThe Discouse of HÍstory," Roland Barthes was the first to take up Austin's

theory of perfonnafüe lânguâge'Éüo attack the vaunted obþtivity of ûzditional

historiography" and to challenge'éthe distinctior¡ basic to historicism in all its forrns,

between 'historical' and 'fictional' discourse" (White 35). But Vyhite does not follow

Ba¡thes in reducing the languâge of history to "spectâcle," indistinguishabte'ftom

imagfuEry na¡tation" (White 37, 3Ð. lVhile he dismisses the'îealist" view of nanr..ative as

merely a vehicle for content, his view of ttthe content of the fonnt'suggests that a chronicle

of events will pruduce a different neåning f¡om the nanative of the sarne set of events,

because they will be configurcd on differing principles. For the chronicle is sûrrctured by a

linear sequence which puts events in a sequentinl, but not a causal, order. While both

forms of historical discourse offer'úan apparahr for the production of meaning" (42) and

are not rnerely a vehicþ which pass€s on informatiorU the perfornntíve character of

nan'atÍve hisûoty brings the historian mr¡ch closer tharr tlrc chrnnicler ûo the site of real

action: ttistorical narr:ative, which takes the events created by human actions as ib

immedÍate subje'ct, does much more than nrerely describe those events; italso imitates

therru tlrat i$ perfornrs the sanre kind of creative act as those perfonned by historicat

agents" (White 17ù179). The act of writing hisúoricål narratives thus pruduces m€ånings

in much the same way that 6hu¡nan actions produce meanings" in everyday life (179).

' The idea that doing and rvriting are both perfonmtive actions opens up a number of
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possibilities for historical nan:ative. For Ana Hisúoric and The lVars. this model not only

suggests the possibility of a variety of interpretations but also the possibility of 're-doing'

events tlùough their're-telling.' The idea of the ¡rerformative brings r¡s back to cenhal

questions that each novel poses--how do you write/represent a past life and how do you

bring to life someone else's story? Both novels, in fact, question the notion of a purely

constative forrn of discounse. In Ana Historic. the namatorquestions the idea of constative

fact as she breaks open the word itself to reveal an ongoing action: 'îvhâtis fact? (f)act

the f stop of act a still phoúo in the ongoing cinerarn" Q!Ig31). Simitarty, in The tVar:s

the nanaúorts staúement that'?eople can only be formd in what they do" opens the novel

with a rejection of the notion of documented facf in fi¡vour of an action which remains to

be completed (11).

The double narratives of '6doingtt on past and present levels emphasize the way in

which historicålnarrativesinboftnovelsseekúoreenætorperforrntrisúorythroughtlreact

of retelling. lVhile The lVa¡s depicts the pmcess of unearthing the súory of Robert Ross

within the nanative fraure of the historian sittÍng down with docurents orwith persons to

be interviewed, A¡ra Hisúoric focuses nrorr succinctly on the physical act of writing. As

Annie sits down and atúempts úo write about Mrs Richards, and as she holds the pen in her

hand in the sanre way that fhe other vvomân did so long before, she begíns to feel the

pres€nce of M¡s. Richards and even to relay the presence of the otherwomar¡ funagining

her rwiting the enfry: 'l ûy again.." (a6). The narr:ator then separ:ates herself and begins

to question why lVfrs Richards edit€d her own thoughts and who could have been her

audience. Many of Anniets rnost interesting comments about writing, in facÇ conre out of

her rcadings of l\tll:s Richards' journals Questioning why the teacher wroúe privately, she

suggests that r6she is \ryriting her desire to b€, in the present tense, rehieved from abeencett

(4,7). For a wonran, Arurie suggestg writing entails conshucting oneself in a world that
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has 'lvritten you off." But Annie also feels that the desire to wríte stems from a bodity

need--'the unspoken urge of a body insisting its€lf in the words" (46). In both examples,

Ana's writing involves more than a nrcne recording of events--tlrc act of lwiting oneself into

pnesence is inde€d an example of a performative event Even more explicitly, A¡mie

recounts a tirrre in her childhood where her rnoúherts 66sayÍng" she was gone had made'It

so... you had gone in the moment you thought to say it, separating yourself even as you

stood there, making what wasn't what couldn't be, suddenly rcål" (11). The narrator tells

her dead nmther that her'frctiontt carne tme, that the saying was also the doing. The entire

novel, this bedtime súory for Ina thus beconres an attempt for Annie to say her npther into

b€ing. While Annie speaks of her still-living father in the third-person as if he is dead, she

converses with her mother as if she were alive, as if, by speaking with he4 she can conjure

up her pnesence.

Annie's rcading and writing of the story of Ana Richards likewise follows a

performative model When the narmúorreds l\ft:s Richards' jorrnal entrbq she finds

herself intrþed by what Ana does not say. A¡ra's rebuke to her father, for example, in

which she says that she cannot b€ his handmaider¡ hints at the reason she has left horre úo

become a teache4 but leaves the details sketchy. Armie finds herse[having to read and to

âmplÛ tlrc haces of Anats úexts becar¡se so much is left unsaid. Annie rernar*s that Ana's

'leal story begins where nothing is conveyed. where she cannot explair¡ describe" (83).

lVhen A¡ra manels at lVt:s Patúersonts "courage" only to alter the word Ítsetf to tsong-

mindednessr" courage, like the Heideggerrian Being which simultan€ously attests to its

pnesence and to its erasure, allows Annie to analyze lVt¡s Richards (6Ð. She says that she

'lack[s] a certain proper sense of self. worries that she is too easily impressed" (65). The

gaps in Mrs Richards' t€xts, as well as the traces of self-editing, allow Annie a gaûeway

into A¡ra's thoughts so that she can specr'laúe about her personality and even about her inner
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fantasíes. For example' Annie moves ftom feelÍng kinshÍp with llft:s. Richards' thoughts

into actually thinking them. When Annie writes of the two rvomen by the mystical pond

who beckon ll¡Ils. Richards inúo their pnesenoe, her words are not a description of a past

event but are instead a perfornrance-they 'lead' Ana along a path that she pmbably could

not have imagined herself. But Annie 'follows' Ana's sentences and brings them into

unexpected new hacks.

As Annie attempb to expand the story of Mrs. Richards and read beyond the limited

view Ieft of her by the official records, she comes up against her mother's objection that

she is just teüing a story and rómaking things up." Annie can only challenge the inherent

value judgrnents within this binary of history/fttion: the first term is associated with truth

and the second with lÍes. So she plays with the idea that she is merely telting stories by

exposing the stories that the supposedly objective historicåI narratives úell. Many of the

excerpts from early Vancouver hisúories look very different when taken out of contexL

One, about the 'good old days' of logging, reveals a master nan:ative of the virgin ftontier

and of a golden-age pâst in which'the counûXr bristled with opportunities" (63). An earlier

excetpt, which tells of a'lvorld event"--the closing of the last gap on the CanadÍan Pacific

Railway rouúe--gives statistics in an effort to demonstrate the magnitude and significance of

the event Arurie rereads thÍs'factr¡al" statemenÇ questioning what signifies a'lvorld

evenf 'by exposing the fact that these defrritions were determÍned by men and are not

simply innocent staterents of fact She counters the story of the CPR with one of the first

piano in the settlenrenf suggesting that it too, was a world evenf a fact that has been

'lescued against the obscurit¡r of bush" (29). Arurie thr¡s reveals thât alt hisúory is made up

of stories and suggests thât we have to examine not only which súories get told and

preserved and who gets to tell the stories, but also what does not get told.

Annie similarly neopens her dead mother's sûory as she converses with her in the
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pnesent Úense in an attempt to conre to terms with both of their pasts. Inats voice, "lucid

and criticat" is interqlersed throughout the text ard serres both as a catalyst and as a

critique for Annie's writing. OnIy tater in the novel do we learn of Ina's depression and of

the slrock tlærapy treahnents that slrc underwent which obliúerated the mother tl¡at A¡urie

knew. The docton erased parts of Ina tâking her imagination and her'lvill to create things

differently," stifling her within one realit¡r (149). A¡rnie's definition of 6ftystery"--'the

excision of womcn (who do not act but are acted upon)"--is close to her portrait of the

objectifying gaze of history (88). The link between hystery and history 5rrggests not only

the forgetting but also the erasure and excision of the óóa-historict'woman ftom history. Ina

hd her nremor¡r liúerally taken away fr,om her, so fuurie rrc-nrembels her by rc-imågining

her voice in the text In writing Ina's story, Arurie is not as concerned with the ga¡x and

the untold and unimagined desires as she was in writing Anats story. Annie is more

concerned with the literal gaps in lrer mother's mind ard the potential for her to becorne a

'lnissing penon(s)" of hisúory (134). Annie also atúempts to understand her rnother

through writing her--to futfiIt a tenuous and t¡rùulent past relationshÍp. The pain of losing

her rnother is a feeling of loss which informs the nanative and which increases as A¡urie

conres closer to speaking of her mother's deatll Opening up history to hysteria--to the

othe4 to unúotd sûories--Annie 'untells the real' precisely by questioning the fixed nature of

r€åtity itself.

In bturring the bormdaries between hisûory ard story a¡d deconsûrrcting the notion

of a füed and determinate past, Annie does not hide her personal agenda and involvernent

in both Ina's and Ana Richards' story. When fna accuses her of simply wantíng to úell her

own story, she responds with the simple addition, "and yours. ours" (79). From the

outset, Anniets úelling of Anats story is revealed as b€ing as much about A¡rnie's coming to

terms with her past and with her mother as it is about her self-discoverT/ in new



relatÍonshipc. Late in the novel, her friend Zoe even asks Annie what she wants ft.- Arl:

Arurie nrakes no preúense of being an objective nanator--herpersonal reflections ard súories

are contÍnually intermingling with her staûements about Mrs. Richards. Insteåd of frying úo

maintain a distance ftom her subject Annie questions the very notion of a fixed identity as

she reveals the inherent subjectivity involved in narrative and the way in which personal

reflections, though masked, are always present In giving Mrs. Richards a fint n¿un€,

Arurie Iiûerally combines her own nanre with that of her nrother, revealing her personal tie

with the character who becomes like an offspring. lVriting the word Ana in script, she is

accused of misspetting her name (43). But in insisting'óthat's her name:/ bacþ backward,

reversed/ agair¡ anew,tt she actually perforrrrs the act of narning the woman "anew.tt Anar

a prefix of inversion and regression, turns out to be progressive; with no beginning or end

it can be pronounced both forwards and baclnvards. The rurne beconres a link between the

past stories of lVts. Richards and Ina and with the present story of Armie.

As Arurie ruiln€s Ana and irnagines much of her sbry, she discovers that Ana

begins to take on a life of herown" '(S)he keeps insisting he¡self on the úelling," we ate

told at one poÍnt; fhe staterent refers úo both Ana and Ina and is a suggestion of the way in

which these past stories are not at alt fixed or final (67). AnÃreminds fuurie of her

younger self when she was not drearning of the íalready-rradett of history, "but of making

fresh fracks [her] ownway" (98). As Annie writes of Ana, andas she likewise inragines

possibilÍties for her life in order to fiII in the unrvritten gâps, she finds that Ana is also

making herself anew. For Ana's own journal writings reveal that she, too, was expanding

herself beyond the limitations of her story as a gentle school¡narm by coming to question

the lirnil5 imposed upon her as a wonurn in her society. IlÁs. Richards surprises the towr¡

for example, when she stands up to the school fiïste€, Miller. As Ana bemoans the

fteedoms she lacks as a woman, Annie writeg "Anâ, what shall i make of you when you
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rnke ofyourrself more andmore?" (104). A¡mÍe discovers thâtAnâ lies somewhere 6Tn the

gap between two versions," somewhere between history and fiction (10O. Ana is

simultaneously imagining and creating other possibilities for herself while Arurie rvriúes and

creates her.

While The Wars does not focus as e>rplicitly on the actual pnocess of writing as

does Ana flistoric. it does take a perfonnative view of tanguage úo revisit and redo the past

In this way, The Wam challenges the idea that history is com¡nsed of stable, unchangíng

facts, and inst€ad depicts historicål nan:ative as involved in an ongoing pnocess of creatÍon

While the narrative frame, which carries over into ttre lârgeþ hansparent sections of the

novel, emphasÍzes the two time frâmes and the fact that the novel is in the pnocess of being

constructed' the narnrtive itself enacts this reconsûuction of events tlmugh their telling.

White the researcher says ear{y on tlÞt'In the end the only facß you have are public," the

novel itself reveals that fhe public facts are often the nrost mÍsleading and that the private

testirnonies are ofúen far rnore revealing (10). The only way to counter the public facts,

ther¡ is to go inside the private eyents, both as told by the eyewihresses to Robert Ross's

Iife and by the nanaúor who recrcates Robert's eryerbnces. The researcher/ hist'oriarr is

thus shown to be acting in hndem with the hisúoricåI agent by rcshaping his life ttuough the

teüing of the súory. If people are only found in what they do, then they can also be found

in what nan'ators do in tlrc reúelling and redoing of these events.

Orre form of hisûorical t€üing is acûrally dm¡natizcd in the banscripts of the

conversations with Juliet d'Orsey and Marian Turner. The tapes, which emphasize tlre

tspeaking' voices of the two women, provide an oral rnodel for the narration of stories

The two women give their versions of Robert Ross in their orvn voices, and, as in Anâ

Historic. emphasize that history is not impersonal, and that events do not simpty speak for

thernselves, but are s¡nken by a variety of voices and through a variet¡r of different
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p€rspectÍYes. These convetsations explicitly highlight the personal perspective. ll¡Iarian

Turner says, 'My opinion was--he wâs a hero. Not your everyday Sergeant Yor.k or Billy

Bishop mind you!... But a hero nonetheless" 0IþIÊ.16). Before Lady Juliet begins her

own reading of her diaries (which are transcribed for us), she forewarrrs us with the

statemenf 'T was ears and eyes and tlnt was all The conclusions are for you úo nrake"

(143). The diaries, interspersed with comrrrents from the elderly Lady Juliet, expose the

limits of Juliet's staterrent that she herself was rnerely an obsewer and did not narrativize

the events themselves. The enû'ies reveal the concerns and biases of a young gir{ who has

fellen in love with a soldier and who undergoes a sibling rivahy with her beautiful, cold

sisúer Ba¡ùara. Yet Lady Juliet's transcripts depict the inherent subjectivity of nanation

without dÍsmissing her story as ahistoricat because she, in fact, is one of the primary

authorities in the novel. When Juliet says, 6Tou live when you live," suggesting that one

carmotexplaÍn or urdemtand a past rnonrent without having been there, she rnges a

conúextual view of Ìristory and suggests tlnt events are not rnerely hansparently revealing

or universal (103). Yet The IVa¡¡i and even her own û'anscrÍpts, counter this staternent by

dernonsû.'ating tlrat hisúory is not sonrething which is dead or final but car¡ through the act

of telting it, be perfonned and enacted 6¡¡ss rgein

The namaúor/researcher who performs the mþ of an hisúorian through híVlrer

recreation of Robert's furï is, therefore, not the sole nalrator in TTre lVars..Lady Juliet,

whose words and readings of her diary enfries are hanscríbed in tlrc ûext also narrates a

targe portÍon of the story from her own perspective. As she gives her rendition of events,

howeve¡ she reveals an attitrde towards history that is much different from tlre nar::ator's

velsion of historiography. When t ady Juliet stateg 'You cannot know these things. You

IÍve when you live... Then was then. Unique" (103), she is suggesting that history is

closed and complete and that it can not be 'done.over' ttrrough its retelting because hurnan
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b€ings ane compleúely separate individuals who cannot ever be understood by others or

severed ftom the time in which they lived. hdy Juliet's words reveal that she not only

denies the possibility of reliving the past, but thaÇ in questioning the possibility of an

outside parfy tetling the past, she is denying history itself. Instea{ Lady Juliet could be

described as a chronicler who submits to the masúery of time. Her narrative begins from

the monrent that she rnet Robert Ross and continueg using the day-by-day form of the

diary' to recount the events in her tife that concerned Robert Ross In adhering to the

purety sequential nature of events, Lady Juliet, unlike the principat narraúoa denies the

possibitity of changing the past of resisting determinisrn Sþnificantt¡ the final image of

the novel (before the epilogue) is LadyJuliet's inscription on Robert Ross's tombstone.

As a chronicler who attempts simply to relay the sequence of what happeneù her last

wordsarefittingtywritúeninstone- Conversely,tlrenarr:atorendshis/hernamatiyewithan

image of the breath of life. The photograph of Roberf Rowena, and Meg while

chronologically out of place, prevents Robert's life from beíng sumrnarized in stone, and

instead rcaffirrns his continuing life in the words of the narrative.

The scenes in rvhich the researrcher recreaúes the fiery inrage of Robert in his mind Ís

thus a key nronrent in the perforrnative tristory ofThe Wars. The picture, which contains a

'dead'momentfromth" pot, ¡sanimat€dbytheresearcher's imagination. Through the

\ilriting of the words, for which there is no documentary source, no 6óorþina!" Robertts

action is recreated and not rnerely described. Tlre irnaginative act of tlre nânaúor/rcseãrher

provides a model for tlre rtader to engage in a pamllel act of anirmtioru In one description

of the murldy úenain of tÌrc fuont, the namaûor states, "ïrere is no good picture of thís

except the one you can make in your mind" (71). fVhile the narrator proceeds to give us a

description of the surroudings, his staterrrent hþlùþhts the creafüe act of the irnagination

tÌEtisrequfuedbyboftûrerderardtlrcresearcher. Asûrenanaúor/researrcherirnagines
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and animates Robert's nuroundings and actions, tre reader is also involved in a similar

Process of imagining and perforrrring the events in his/her mind. The novel emphasizes, as

Lindâ Hutcheon notes, that'history... is made by its lwiter, even if events are made to

seem to speak for thernselves" ('Tlistoriographic" 66). While The \{am does not, like AUe

H¡súoric. keep us constantþ awane of the lack of distance between the events b€ing namated

and the fact tlnt they arc being narrated, the illusion-breåking mornents in The Wars do

serve to emphasize that the novel is in the pnocess of being úold. These excerpts, which

often ûell us small hístoricâI flstails, not only sftess the temporal sap between the reader and

the narrative events, but also remind us of the continual process of telling ttrat is occuning.

Wríting' then, follows a perforrnative modet because the events arc not rnerely being told or

descrÍbed.-they are being reenacted and recreated in ways rvhich zuggest that..saying it

makes it so," as the narrator of A¡ra Historic would heÞ to confinn 6!a l l).
Tlæ Wars. in depicting historicåInarrative as sonrething üratís made andnot simply

reveabd' also demonsfratcs how historicåI açnts and historiils both nalrativize or make

reaning out of events tlnt is not intrinsic to the events themselves. Historical discourse,

according to [Iayden lryhite, involves h'ansforrning a series of tristoúcat events into a story

about tfune itsetg evoking 66the universal human effort to reflect on the mysûery of

ÛemporalÍty" (180). The rnost imnrediate part of the mysbry to be solved in Ttre lVars is

the meaning of tlre 'ósfill" shot with which the narmtive @ins: the configuratÍon of nrar¡

horse, and dog in a landscape charged with hidden significance. The early sections of the

novel thus accenû¡aúe tIre importance of findÍng meaning as the researcher searches ûùÐugh

the ftagments of an age in the archives But the very fragrented nature of the past signifies

that there is no inherent truft to be uncovered, and tlnt there are only various inúerpretations

and storÍes--'This is whatyou have" (\\¿A¡q11). W"iting the narmtive, imitating the events

and'tnaking whatyou cån" out of the inforrnatior¡ will always entail lnâking decisions and
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judgnents.

Consequently, the end of The Wars expos€s mâny of the ways in whÍch the

narrative has been selecúed and shaped. Sorting through various eyewifness accounts, the

narraÚor decides upon the most likeþ version of what happened to Robert that fatefut

evening. He then simplifies events, stating that everything ó'hereaftet''was .,clear and

precise,t'as he atúests to the number of wihresses to the events (1S4). The narraúor,

horveve4 does not leave Robert's actions incomplete, and attempts to discriminate, anrong

the differing versions of events, the'tnuddled mytholory" of official history.

Significantly, while we are given various, often conhadictory, eyewitness accounts, the

court nu¡fial transcripb are omitted ftom üre texl These transcrþb, which condernn and

indict Robert Ross, are therefore not given the authority which they would usually demand.

Insúead, the narraúor atúempts to fulfitl the incomplete actions of Robert Ross by explaining

his point of view and by showing the nobility of his actions which would be viewed

officially as merely treasonous and rnad. The entire novel, in fact, attempts to understand

and explain Robert's experiences, his suffering and his mind-set at the time of the ft€€ing

of the horses, since the official hÍstorical documents, which condemn Robert Ross, are

shown to obscure much of Robert's story. In the context of the madness of the war and

the rnadness and violence of human relationshipg Robert's actions cannot be interpreted as

any mone mad tha¡r the actions of tlre urquestioningly obedient lVlajor Mickle. The

researcher/nanator chooees to include other sounces, including privaúe testimonies, in order

to reread the official documents and attempt to fulfilt Robert's intcntions thrÐWh the act of

writing. The researcher's bias is not hidden preciseþ because objectivity is not possible;

the reader who has been involved in Robert's story is also inctined úo share hÍs point of

view.

' While Ana Hisúoric similarly foregrormds the narrator's shaping and narratÍvizing
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of historicål events' the novel more specifically resists the conventional emplotment of

hisúory itself. In a discussion with her frÍend T,oenear the end of the novel, A¡rnie despairs

that one cannot 61t\ryrite what's been writter¡" r6like fate... [or] the writing on the wall"

(142). Annie continually struggles with this deterministic view of history as the already-

rvritÚen: "and so you went or¡ a character flatúened by destiny, caught between the covers

of a book" (150). Struggling under the'lveight of history" (14A, Annie ponders her

responsibilities towards the rhistorical personage(s)" about whom she is lwiting as she

resists the urge to succumb úo the authority of the already-writúen (1¿10). Rerwiting the

past' theq is an explicitty potitical act: Annie's denial of a deúerministic view of history is

simultaneously a denial of the'þre-ordained" stories by which women's lives are

consfructcd. The novel itself is constituted as a history of women that is not chronological

or linea4 but is instead inclusive, circling, and "disruptive" (Jones l4s).

Annie's writing must likewise resist 6'that fictior¡ that lie that you can't change the

ending! it's already pre-ordained, prescribed" (14n. While Annie acknowledges the

power and authority of rwiting úo fix and timit people and events, Zoe remÍnds her..that's

the trouble with hÍstory--it never is [past]" 132). Just as Annie shows, through Ina's

continuing influence on her life, that past events are always affectÍng one's present life, she

demonshates how subjective are the distinctions between beginnings and endings, given

that the past is always open to new performances of iL Just before the section entitled .t{ot

a Bad End" in Ana qisúoric. A¡r¡rÍe confesses that she has been wrÍting a bedtÍme story for

her mother, Ina and that she has been 'telling, unúelling, unravelling all the stories" (137-

8). She questions how to end her story or even if there is an end, adding that Ina,s story

has not concluded with her death. In the next section, she inragÍnes a new ending for Ana,

one in which she and Birdie become attracted to one another. In the midst of this scene

Arurie stops and asks, "Ana what are you doing?... you've moved beyond what i can tell of
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yol¡, you've taken the leap inúo this new ¡rossibility, and i can't imagine what you would

say" (139).

The official hÍstoryends \ryÍth Mrs. RÍchards'marriage úo Ben Springer buÇ in

A¡rnie's rcwriting of hisúory, she imagines Ana as being athacted to another woman and

even surpassing what Arurie herself thinks she could have imagined. 7rermâking another

succinct comment about A¡¡nie's worþ challenges her doubts about fidelity úo .real'

characters with the question, 'îho are [the characúers] if they aren't you?" (l4O). Annie

recognizes that she has simply written or fteed one of the other selves of Ana Richards that

would have been sublimated because it was unacceptable even to consider sexual feelings

towards anotfrer woman at the time. Annie brcâks through her doubts about hisúoricåI

fidetity to the factual or already-written: inragination, Annie decideq is the ,lvill to create

things differently" (149).

Once Annie has created a new ending forAna she can then begin úo imagine new

possibilities for her own life. She realizes that her marrÍrye úo Richard had allowed her a

false sense of security in belonging to hisúory, and decides that she wants to br€ak open the

closed parentheses of hisúory to include other possibilities by imagining and performing a

new story for herself together with Zoe. She thus rrcsists endings: not wanting to catch

A¡ra between the covers of the book, not wanting fuia to limit herself, Arurie carries Ana,s

story on into her own life as she ftrlfills a relationship with 7Æ,one which she had

difficuþ imagining for Ana. The tast words of the novel, 'leading us into the page

ahea4" pmject her inûo a futur€ of u¡rlimited possibilities The reader is even invited to

imagine these possibilitÍes, just as Annie has done forAna Ana lIisúoric dernonsfrates that

hb.y' Iike life, can be re-read and re-done; it is not final or closed just because it has

alrcady been writúen

The ending of The Wars offers its own resistance to hisûorícåI determinisn¡ to the
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i&a that'lou can't change the ending." By rejecting the court-martíal hanscript's version

of the events, the ¡rarrator rejecb the infütrnent of Robert Ross as a traitor. hrstead, the

nanaÚor makes Roberta hero, and by contrasting him with the unbending Major Mickte,

portrays Robert as the leader of a new movement of peace, not war. Robert also becornes a

hero of the environrrent: pictured âs one with the animals in Rodwell's skeúch and as a

figure who represents a fraternity between humans and animaþ he questions the indushial

conquest of the natural world. The narraúorts portrait of Robert Ross locaúes him in a later

culfural paradign¡ the ecologfual and peace movenrents of the last ftird of the centur¡r,

which is constantly set against the old clichés of imperial heroes zuch as Captain Taffier

and l\{ajor Mickb. Looking back on past events, the narrator thus wrests a new rcaning

from apparent faihue: The Wars depicts the way in which an actor/performer from a laúer

generation (who understands Ross) is needed to realize Robert's best intentions and to

make him into a hero of the ne\il âge. Robert's unfulfiIled intentions, his ordeal by fire,

and hÍs death in virtuâI isolation all are figures for the pain of living in tfure. As tlayden

Whiúe reminds us, "the human experience of tirne is hagic in nature" (1S2). And yet the

'þrformancett of hisúory shows as well how an inheritor, removed in tírrc from the hero,

can finally realize in narration tl¡e hero's best inúentions As an hístoriar¡ the narrator can

change the ending of Robert Ross's story by arranging and reconfiguring events with new

meanings instead of chronicling the evenß as purely sequentÍal and deterministic.

In the end' Tlre lVars changes even the image of the beginning, hansforming the

picture of the nran, horse, and dog back into the picture of mar¡ horse, and handicapped

sister: ' Rowena seated astrÍde the pony--Robert holding

her in place" (191). But this tinre, the nreaning of the picture is given by the zubject

hirtself: t'On the back is written: 'Look! you can see our breathlt And you cåtLt' The

subject is finally allowed to speak for hinself, to live on in his own terrns in words which
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we speak (or read) for him as well Even in dr':amatic time, the last we see of the doomed

hero is his refusal of death. As Marian Turner úells us, she has offered to give him his

death to relieve his terrible suffering. But he replies, 'llotyel" These words offer a

philosophy of life for Marian Turne4 summing up "the essence of what it is to be alive"

(189). "Not yet" is also a rnotúo for the novel: outcomes are never fi¡ral and can always be

deferred' because, just as the agent performs actions, the wrÍter of history can always

similarly perform or re-tell these actions. 'T.{ot yet" offers an extremely positive view of a

hisúory which is never past, where new endings are always possible. The novel does not

close with Roberf's death and the inscription of his name on the tombstone, but instead

ends wÍth our viewing of the characters'brrath in the phoúograph. We are here reminded

of the dedication at the beginning of the novel in which Findley quoúes Euripides: ,T.{ever

that which is shall die."

A performative view of language thus allows the narraúom of both The Wars and

Ana Hísúoric to demonstrate the way in which history is rnade by the hÍstoriân as well as

the agent, and is not simply the irurocent ordering of facts. Both novels question the

finalify of the súories of their historical agents and open up the past in order to .make

history' once again. In Ana Historic. thé narrator challenges the power of facts to fix and

limit people and their stories as she expands and reimagines nevy endings for Ana Richards'

history. In The Wañ the rcsearther atúempts to fulfitl Robert Ross's unfulfiIted intentions

by rewríting the official, condemning version of his story. The possibility of always being

able úo 'perform'hÍstory once agnin offers a positive and powerfü alternative for

marginalizÆd figures who have been dismissed or condemned by the hisúorical rpcord.
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'Gendering HisÚory: A Counúer-Discourse to Imperiatism in The lryars ard Ar¡a Historic,,

A performative view of history in which the past is never dead but is open to

change though the process of writing also presents a powerful interpretive model for a

gendered rereading of history. YetHayden White's ruriverulizing sense of hisúory as 5.a

timeless drama" with universal .Îrumfidty at grips with the experience of temporality" (lg3)

holds the danger of depoliticizing and of ignoring ditrering experiences of gender, class,

and race. In 'Reading ourselves: Toward a Feminist Th"ory of Reading,,, pahucinio p.

Schweickart similarly criticizes reader-response theorísts for their universalizatÍon of the

reader. fühweickart staúes tlmt zuch accounts of the pmcess of reading ,.over.look Ûre

issues of race, class, and sex, and give no hint of the conflicts, sufferings, and passions

that attend these realities- The relative ûanquinity of ttre tone of tlrese theories úestifies to

the privileged position of the theorists" (21). In both The Wars and Ana Hisúoric. readers

and rvriÚers in each text question the 'trniversalit¡r" of what they read as a specifically male

version of history.

As she questions the false universality impoßed rryon the reader in .futopian,, reader-

nesF)nse theories, Schweickart staúes that'teader-ne{þnse criticism needs feminist

criticism" so as úo avoid the priviteging of rnale experience as universal and the neglect of
other historical realities (21). Schweickart takes a step in meeting that need by tinking

differentmethods of feminist reader-response analysis to fhe different movernents in

feminist theory. During the early stages of feminist criticism, the focus wâs on a .îeminist

critþuett or a reading of rnale textg and on exposing the anù,ocenbic liûerary canron and its

hannfuI effect on rryonrcn readers (23). The movement inúo a female-cenfred mode of

criticisn¡ or "g¡rnocriticisrn " marks a shift úo the sfudy of the womân as wriúer, yet is

nonetheless still constituted by rearlings of these female texts. Reading wom,en,s *riting i¡
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order Úo open up and revise the canon, Schweickart suggests, requires specific shategies to

accomrnodate women's unique "concerîls, experiences, and [the] formal devices that

constitute these úexts" (Ð\.

An essay on Emily Dickinson by Adrienne Rich pmvides Schweickart ìüith a model

for a feminist reading of wornen's writing. Rich employs a metaphor of visiting to account

for the way in which she appmached Dickinson's wor.k:

Foryears, I have been not so much envisioning Emily Dickinson as trying to visit,

to enter her mind through her poerns and letfers, and thruugh my own intimatiorn

of what it could have meant úo be one of the two mid-nineteenth cenhu5r Arnerican

geniuses, and a wonurn, li"ittg in AmhersÇ Massachusefis.(qd in Schweickârt 30)

Vititi"g Dickinson is for Rich an atlempt to connect with her, to relate ûo her from their

coÌnnx)n position as women and as writers, but it also involves fuavelling back ûo

Dickinsonts orvn tinre in onler to understand tIrc historicâl and cutturat context from which

she was writing. Schweickart adeptly zummarizes Rich's project: ',To read Dickinsor¡

ther¡ is to try úo visit with her, to hear her voice, to make her live in oneself, and to feel her

impressive 'personal dinrensions"' (31). The reading of the text is not entirely subjective,

howeve¡ because when a reader is truly visiting, she rtnust observe the necessar¡r

cou¡tesies" and must be careful 6ltot to i-po." herself on the other wornant' (32). In other

words, Schweickart's model of reading-as-visiting seeks to avoid the imperialism of

reading'as-appropriation, or the act of imposing one's own readerly view on the texL

In The Wans. this metaphor of reading-as-visiting is ¿sh'etiz€d through the

na¡raÚorts social call on two of hÍs witnesses, n¡Iarian Turner and Juliet d'Orsey. While

ll{arian Trrrrer's ûanrscripb are only briefly conúexûralized by the nan:aûor, we do learn ttnt

he is visiting the eighty-year-old woman in her 6lvide grleen apartnrent overlooking a ¡rar*,"

OryaIÊ 16). Marian's direct addresses úo '?ou" and her easy tone also evoke ¿ s¿srrql
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convers¿rtion over a glass of sherry, rather than a formal inúerview. In Lady Juliet

d'Orsey's franscripts, we discover that the narrator is literally 
"iriti"g 

over tea. The

nattator's italicized comments in fact depict the passing of tims,-the Ínterview is even

intermpted by Chartotte Krauss bringing in teq and by the choir ftom across the sheet

singing the Mass. The narrator's visits úo these two women's apartments in part become a

visit back to the past for both of the wonrcn (who even revisit their younger selves through

the telling of their stories), as well as for the narrator who accompanies them on these

netwîs.

Both J¡¡liet d'Orsey and Marian Turner's dialogues are nonetheless presented as

documents in the novel, as written banscriptions of their oral accounts. And yet, in the

case of Lady Juliet's second transcript, tlre very act of her reading her earlier writing is

repruduced in our reading the docurnents, thus pmducing an alûernate mode of discourse in

the novel. But even l\¡Iarian Turner's accounts, like those of Lady Juliet, are filled with

laughtea pauses, and even looks and gestures, and are often steeped with explanations and

mmblings. These óoralt discourses do not primarily follow a linear ordering of events, but

instead work associatively tlmugh memories and ürough the narrator's dialogical

interventions. The language also imitates orality with its constant questions, exclamations,

and inúerjections. In these sections, the emphasis is on the prívate menrories of the

indiyiduat and on personal reflections rather than on those of a distilrced obserser. The

journal enffíes of the twelve-year old Juliet, whÍIe not specificalþ oral except in the fact that

they are being rered, are written in the style of a sharpþ observantyoung girl conversing

with a friend. Lady Juliet's reading reveals a shznge discre¡nncy between times--61vhat

you hear is the voice of someone near to death--and the wisdom remains a child's" (139).

\ryhile we primarily hear the 'Îoice" of the child during these readingg Juliet's

interjections, such as "Wasn't I an awful chÍldltt, keep us ever conscious of the dual time
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perqtective (148). This gap between voice and transcript emphasizes both the orality of the

witnesses and the way in which it is the historian who must hanslate these wonren,s words

inÚo print This shess on sound is ultimately a stress on breatl¡ as the reader will have to

think and feel with the two natratots, occupy their bodies, as it wene, and assume their

values. As in Schweickart's model, our visiting of Marian and Jr¡Iiet involves making their

thoughts Iive within ourselves.

These oral rnadings by Jutiet and t\¿tarian are ir¡,stinctively feminist, according to

Schweickart's model of difference in female reading. On one leve! lVlarÍan Turner,s

rcadings are those of the .frrst chapúet''of the feminist story because of their critique of the
6< de" Úexts of the histories of war. In l\darian's first h.anscript, the war is situated

specifically within the reatm of personal ex¡reríence and ordinary passions. She compares

the war Úo her sisúer's fights with her over who would nrake dinner. She elaborates, stating

that we are mistaken if we think that therc is some nrâgicat difference between war leaders

such as Churchill and Hitler and the rest of the populafün, and that we úend úo define these

figures rvrongly as extraordinary. In funu she defines Robert Ross as a hero because he

"did the thing that no one else would dare to think of doing," adding that the war was

cÍ¿ti¿'/t, not Robert Ross (16). She then neverses another bÍnary, suggesting that it ís the

ordinary men and wonrcn who have prevailed u¡rcn the rudness of the Twentieth Cenh¡y,

not the unique, exhaordinary ones like Roberf Ross. l\¿larian thus questions the traditional

view of mifitary trisøry as a grand theatre full of irnporfant acúors whose decisions alter the

faúe of the world insteåd reducing the Ieaders to 6the butcher and the grucerr, (lZ). Her

shocking statement that'Robert Ross was no flÍtler. That was his problemr" suggests that

Robertts actions could easily be dismissed as crazJr because he was only an ..ordfurary,

soldier (fÐ. The sfrong presence of laughúer in l¿narian's transcripts also conhÍbuûes to this

subversion of the official discourse of history as extremely serious business.
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In a laÚer banscrþq Nlârian Trmrer similarty brings the war back down úo ordinary

experience. In this brief statemenf she reflects upon how the 'Great IVar for Civilization,,

forever changed sleep ever¡rwhete, and thus dornesticates ó'epic" conventions by bringing

their unsettling consequences home to the bedroorn She speaks against the official

r¡anr:atives that tell of bravery, victory, and death with the simple image of sleeplessness that

evokes the profound and tasting effects of war. She also significantly uses this image to

include wonren in the war; the experiences of the mrrses like her.:se[, the mogrer back home

like lVlrs. Ross, and aII of the other wonrcn touched by the war ane gaps in the official

hisúories of the war that Marian Turner includes in her accormt of ttre past

N{arian Trnner's lâst û'anscript not only questions the eûros of war, but also

contains a questioning of language itself as an insfrrlnent of colonization-as-pacification (or

even passive'ication). She begins the hanscript by reflecting on the shangeness of

tânguage and soon after rerrar*s: 'ït was under these conditions we rrcceived Robert Ross.

Received- The language again Like a package. Or a rnessage. Or a gíft. We received

him" (187). n¡Iarian is not here reflecting upon the power of language to consûrrct rcåIity,

but on the latent imperialÍsmof the zubject-verù-object consûuctior¡ forlanguage reduces

the soldier t'o a rnere object, to a sort of corrunodity which can be rvrapped up and shipped

away when dåmaged.

Lady Juliet's enfries contain fewer erylicit statements about tlre war tlran lVlarianrg

but instcad focus Ínúently on tlre human retationshi¡x and inúemctions of soldÍers at home

during the war. Her súoríes subsequently contain flstqits about this domestÍc front that

gives tlre tide ib plunalised form- Just as n¡Iarian Turner cnmpares the war úo an argwnent

with her sisÚea Juliet depicts the way in which there is nothing exha-ordinary about war

because violence and conflict ís always present in atl hunnn relatÍonships. hdy Jr¡lÍet

nonetheless claims that the war heþhtened e4rcrience and ttnt .brdinary credos and
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exp€ctations vanished" in the midst of so much death (104). Juliet's accounts of these

relationships in the voice of a child provide a ftank perspective thaf like the voices of

women' is usualty excluded ftom the official nanratives. She provides some very intimate

details, particularly during an account of her stumbling upon Robert and Bartara hâving

sex, or' as she views it' "(t)wo people hurtingone another " (156). Ear{ier, the older Lady

Juliet had given an account of the violence inside Robert and of his terribte b-p"", offering

a view of Robert that is not otherwise given in the text Young JulÍet's reâdfurg of history

likewise subverts the epic conventions of war, literally bringing it honre to the bedrnom.

When Juliet tells the sûory of her sister Barùara's jealous ¡lossessiveness towards her

brother Clive, Juliet corutrents, "If you substitute the war for Clive in that story...," thus

providing an ear{y model for the way in which she tends to dor¡resticate war experiences.

Lady Jutiet only refen ellipticalty to the ach¡al battles in World War I, focusing insúead on

tlre pelsonal baütes and dernonsûating the direct correlation between these personal

conflicts and the conflicts between nations

As LadyJutietreads herold diary enhies aloud she literally does reread history-

both ftrough the act of telling orally, and through her ftaming of the stories with her orvn

perspective and comrnents. When Juliet says that'oThe thing is not to make excuses for the

way you behaved-not úo take refuge in bagedy--but to clari$ who you are through your

neslxlnse to when you lived" (103), she implies that learning from one's past is a purely

p€tìsonâl afrÐir. Yet Lady Juliet's cor¡urrents appear hþtrly deferxive--'You ca¡urot know

these things. You live when you live" (103)--and her final cornrnen! 'óAll I hope is--they'll

ræmember we ¡arsr€ hu'nân beings" (158), succinctl¡l sum up her narration and the way in

which she hies to exoneraúe the public nran by gttitrg her accormt of his private tife. Lady

Juliet seems oblivious, however, to the way in which any framing (even of her own story)

is a reconfiguratior¡ and she is tlrerefore blind to the em¡nwering potentiat of rereading the
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past in order úo resist the determinism of a certain kínd of hisúory.

Both Lady Juliet and Marian Turner do find wayE nonetheless, to resist war

nanztives and the traditional definition of the wamior heru. Their súor¡telling could even be

lab€Iled as anti-Homeric for ib resistance úo the imperiâlist masûer nanative of war as a

struggle between heroic men. For they reject the model of the warring hero t¡pified by

Achilles whose valour and virtue stems ftom his bravery and violent aggressior¡ and

inst€ad redefine the hero as humane and as unconcerned with glory. Rober! for example,

does not die valiantly in battle as a great war hero--he simply chooses to go on tíving.

l{hen Marian offers Robert death and he chooses life insúea{ his words'hot yet" are read

by lVlarian as a simple affirmation of life that gives her a philosophy by which to live her

own life. Robert is not content to limÍt his view of the sacredness of life to human life

alone; he is portrayed by several people as being at one with the animal world in ways

which make him a pioneering eco-hunanist The two wonren narrators thus challenge the

sexual stereofirc of the nrale's role as the aggnessive warrio4 and redefine our public view

of the hero by emphasizing feminine values of syrnpathy, sf,nersr and service to others.

Lady Juliet and lt{arian's questioning of the notion of the warrior hero leads to a

more general questioning of the '1nale" teader's expechtíon of 'óconquest" in battle

nanrative. The mustard gas scene, for example, in which Robert sees his mirror image in a

German soldier who allows Robert and his men to go ftee, ironicatly subverts the notion of

conquest when Robert uninúentionally kills the soldier. Robert's reaction is not one of

pride butof horror, and insúead depicts the'female" expectation of "conrpassion" in his

aversion to having killed this man who had shown himnrercy, apparently because the

sormd of a bird's song revealed úo the Gerrnan their corurection within a larger communify

and not just as members of warring states. The male ethic of heroic nationalisr¡ which

would have condoned and rewarded Robert's actions, is here contrasted to the new ethic of
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eco-humânism. EYen Rodwell's sketchbooks, which are filled with his drawings of

RobeÉ as anotlrcr one of the sutrering anirnals, provide a sympathetic porhait of people

living in harznony with animals. "The likeness was good. Unnerving. But the shading

was not quite human.. Of maybe a hundred sketches, Robert's was the only human form,

Modified and mutated--he was one with the others" (138). The sketchbook, in fact,

becornes a legacy for the narrator, given úo him by Lady Juliet Marian Turrer similarty

gives the nan'ator a photograph of her ard her friend Oliviâ Fisclrer with the white cat who

had becor¡re the mascot of the hospital she was working in The cat, which Marian

rrcmembers ticking its paws sereneþ after the hospital had been bombed, becornes anoûrer

emblem for the way life go€s on. Robertns "Not yet" the cat's gesture, and Rodwell's

depictionof Robert at one with tIre anirnats all porûayan exûended bio-community ürat

resists the notion of man's conquest of the natural world and of other.peoples in war, and

depicß hurnarrswithina largercommunityon eartþ hanscendinganynationalorethnic

community.

Juliet's diary enhies, along with her own comments and l¡Iarian's ûamscripb thus

provide another alúernative forrn of narration and docurnentation in The lVafs. In an effort

úo resist the hidden third-person discourse of haditional hisúory, tl¡e novel is liûemlly multi-

voiced and filled with the stories of those who are conspicuously absent or voiceless in so

many war novels and hisúories. The two women are explicitly evoked as 'buthorities" who

are given some of the final, and most significa¡rt words in the novet and thus zubvert the

ef,asune of women fromthe traditional warstories by placing them in prominentspeaking

positions (York 83-84). Both women provide a counter-discours¡e to the epic nan'ative and

to ear{iercobnial fornrs as they reread hisûory in theirown voices and from theirown

perspectives

Both narraûon challenge ttre tâcitimperialísmof all warnan::atives while
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simultaneously offering a'fertale" reading of conventions, expectations and outcomes, a

task that Schweickart s'.ggests involves ..that of recovering, articulating, and elaborating

positive expressions of women's point of view, of celebrating the zurvival of this point of

view in spite of the formidable forces that have been ranged against if'(33). Their

rereading of history subverts the plot of military heroisrn as the tellers inscribe female

values of compassion rather than conquest of synergr rather than empire, and of bio-

communit¡r ratlrer than nationalisrn Marian and Jutiet thus enæt Schweickart's model of

difference in the female readings of conventions, expectations, and outcomes as they reread

the imperial ¡rarrative of nrale heroisn¡ p:aising not glory and powe4 but compassion and

human kindness.

Ttre narratorhims€lf is âlso ùamatized in the ætof rereading trisûory in orderúo

challenç Robert's characúerization in the official discourses as a baiúor. According to the

plot of military heroism, Robe¡t's act of ftrceing the horses and of shooting Private Cassles

was both inexplicable and cowardl¡r. While the army demands conformity and rewards

soldiers for following ordels well, or forgoing beyond the call of duty, Marian nanres

Robert a hero because he was an 'ltornrne unique" who ttdid the thing that no one else

would ever dare to think of doing" (16). Robert's act of compassion towards the horses is

thus deemed horprable and brave. The narraûor's rereading of history, based targely on the

authority of l\l[arian and Jutiet, is sha@ ftom the outset as a'fenrale" reading of hisúory.

In Ana Historic. A¡ude's reading of l\{rs RÍchards' journals also drüBtizes this

sort of rrcading-as-visiting. But more explicitly than in Ttre Wars, Annie's reading is "a

rnatter of 6hying to connect' with the exisúence behind the úext" (Schweickart 36). When

Schweickart suggests that male reader-res¡ronse theorists are absorbed with issues of

control, whereas feminist theorists are nx)ne concerned with a diaþctical relationship of

communication a¡rd connectior¡ her theories might have been dmwn from Ana Hisûoric,
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especially in the way in which fuurie both reads Ana Richards' nineteenth-century joumal

and forrns a relationship with the wonurn that canies over into her own life. It is clear ftrm

ear{y on in the novel that the nanator is not nrerely duplicating tIre archival diary entrieg but

is in fact hanslating them for the reader. She begins by musing upon Ana's a¡rival at

Ilastings Sawmill: 'T imagine her standing slim in whalebone at the ship's rail as it turns

with the w¡nd' giving her her first view of what would become home as she imagined it,

imagining herself free of history... there is a story here" 6Ie 14). In the next sectior¡

entifled "Arrival at tlastings Miltrr: she achrally describes Ana's amivat and the passage

appea:s to be writûen from Ana's perspective as a record of her thoughts and impressions,

except for the na¡Tatorts interjection, '1ro. we don't know how she canre. we know only

that she was ap¡ninted teacher the second term of the mill school's first yearr' (lÐ. Arurie

is ¡rositive that rúthere is a súory herertt so she wor*s from the bare archival details and

expands uponthemto imagine howAna would havefeltarriving inexperbnced ina sfuange

new land.

In other passages, we see the way in which the contemporary A¡rnie reads texts,

moving beyond their zurface in order úo get úo a hidden story. The passage about the

arrival of the first piano at the MiIl which was eventually sotd to lVlrs Richards leads the

narr:ator to hslst that tIrc a¡rival of the piano vyas a world event and that this newspap€r

clipping pruvides the'rskeletal bones of a suppressed body the story is" (29). The next

passage moves inúo the way Annie vi5ualizes "the story" itself as b€güming. Annie's

interþtions and rernarks reveal that r¡rost of this is her irnagining--6'did tlrey have oilcloth

in 1873?"--as she recreaúes the scene of Ana's journâI \ilrÍting (29). The next paragraph is

a quotation from one of Anats letters to her father on which Annie s¡çs rgain cornnrcnts,

imagining a context for iÇ and even expanding upon iL When fuia \ürites, 6T am not a

hoper Lady perhaps," Annie exlþses the relationship between proper and pmperQr,
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rcåding A¡ra's words ard even reading beyond them úo ponder on the hidden nreanings in

the words themselves: r'Pmper, she says, Lady capiralize{ and it is barely sounded, the

relationshÍp beúeen proper and property" (32). But in 'óshe says" we hear a double-voicing

of Ana Richards speåking the phrase'?roper r.a.Iy," and then Annig ttrc historian,

ampli$ing the phrase to catch its barely sounded depths. Annie most obviously enters,

ther¡ into fura Richards' tfune.

The passage in which Ana strikes out the wonl "couragett is anotlrer clear example

of the way in which Annie amplifies Ana's words. Annie b€gins the passage by

questioning' 'tvhât would Ana Richards' think " and uses quotation marks úo hþhlþht the

words that are specifically taken from the journat mingting them wifh her own

explanations and remar*s so that the two texts becorne almost one. The paragraph which

follows is a further elaboration of Ana's writing as A¡rnie muses on tlre writing pnocess

itself. This Passage hþhlþhts the way in which Annie has read and hanslatcd the other

\üomants words a¡rd has becorne an interpreter of her place in the world, mr¡ch in the same

way that the jounrals rnay already be a daughúefs Ínterpretation of herrnûrer's

experiences For at the arrchives, Mrs. RÍchardst journal is not even credited as an

historical docurnent: "th"y think herþurnâI suspect at the archives .inauthentig' fictional

possibly' continued laúer by a daughter who inragined (how ahistoric) her way inúo the

uns¡nken world of her motlrcr's girlhood" (3(}). Annie has thus'rstolen" a page from the

daughúer's r6boolq" íf that is what it is, by rcfr¡sing the nrcnological authority of the

historical monograph to engage insteåd in a dialogical rclationship with órcommwral

historyr" or a úlnulti-" gaptL

As Annie elaboraúes on A¡ra's writings, she begins achrally úo enter into the mind of

the other won nL Much as Adrienne Rkh "havels through spâce and tinre to visit tEmily

Dickinsonl on her own pÈ!UbS," the nan'aúor visits Aria Richards and 'lnake[s] her live in
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[herselfl" (Schweickart 31). Annie thus liúeralty entens into the other womân's mind and

begins to think her thoughts and to imagine other possibilities for her than the ones that she

has writúen or have been writúen for her. Many sections do not reveal which passages have

been quoted or what gaps there are between the two texts, and by "Not a Bad En{r'Annie

has literally enúered into Ana's 6'history" to change its ouúcome. Annie, for example,

imagines that Ana does not mårry Ben Springeq but ir¡st€åd falls in love with Birdie

Stewart After Annie has written this scene and then questions whether or not she owes

her characters some fidelity, Zoe asks, 'trvho are [the characters] if they aren't you?" (140).

Earlie¡ ZÆhÃdasked another succinct question when she said, "so what is it you want

frtm her," touching on the relationship between Annie and Ana and the way in which

Ana's sûory has begun to nrerge with Annie's. Annie ponders the rclatÍonship between

Birdie and A¡urie and then \ürites a nevv ending forherself with7,æ. Questioning the

notion of a'line dividÍng the real ftom the unreal" Annie's projection of a new ending onto

Mrs" Richards has thr¡s creaúed a gmund for her decision úo join 7,æ. Butshe remair¡s

faithfut to the possibilities of Mrs. Richards' own hisúory by dranratizing her resistance to

being a '?roper/ty L,ady." In such fashior¡ she resisb the temptation úo appropriate l\rlrs.

Richards as her own literary prcpeû, or to impose an imperial self on the blank screen of

the other.

The linearity of r¡ale-centred history also conres inúo question in Ana llistoric in its

formal refr¡sal of chronological shucûrre. Annie imagines her historian-husband

questioning her own \ilriting of history, "lmking up from the pages with that exprrcssion

with which he must confront his students over their paperc: this doesn't go anywhere,

you're just circling around the same idea--and all these bits and pieces thrown in--that's

not how to use quotations" (81). Annie writes in response, '1 find it difficult to explain,

Richar:d' what this scribbling rrreans--and was there any rvay she could?" (83). But she can
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imagine no space in history to accommodate a woman's historJ, no form úo do justice to it,

if "hysúery" is 'the excision of women (who do not act but are acted upon)" (88). And so

the very form of the story in Ana tlistoric becornes a search for a forrn which can embody

thysúery.tt

A part of this search for a female ver':sion of history entails coming úo terrns with her

absent rnofher. Trying úo connect with Ina involves a'îÍsiting" of her dead rnother in

which she attempts to avoid imposing her viewpoint on her mother's story. The novel

b€gins with the questÍonr "V[ho's There?" and with Annie whispering the name, "I-na...

Mum-my, Mom-eee, IVlah-mee," musing u¡rcn her motherts absence like the little gir{ who

waits for the reassuring neslxlnse, "don't be silly, darling, i'm here" (10-11). Annie

lanrents her belated impulse ûo connect with her ded mothen 6l want to talk to you. (now?

now when it's too late?) i want to say sorething" (18). But she fears she wilt be unable to

address her mother directly: 'T-nar l-no-Ionger, i cantt furn you into a story. there is this

absence here, where the words tbprtt sfressing Aruriets desir€ not to objecti$ her mother

by recounting her life from the perspective of a dístant observer. A¡urie nonefheless fries to

talk Ina into existence, conjuring up her irnage with the wordg'Tna, i rernemberyou with

flecks of pain, hair wisps escaping from under yonr peasant scarf..." (2f;). lnthis sense,

tIæ entire novel cam be read as a lefteroras a confession to theabsentmotheras the narr:aúor

attempts to bringherrnotherbackfrnmthedead howevermuch she feels disåbled by that

cntshing absence: 'hnd now you're dead Ina the story has abandoned nre. i can't seem

úo stay on h:ack, nor can my sentence, even close its brackets" (17).

Andyet the effort at venhiloquism begins to pay divÍdends as the rnotherdoes

appear at points to talk bæk úo her daughúen At first, Ina's words are quoted ftom past

events (such as 6'don't b" tilty darting'), but they quickly begin to rrove into the present

tense of Annie's rvriting. At one poinf, as Annie irnagines a scene in the úown of flastÍngs
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IlÆIl, Ina inûermpts witl¡ 6how you're exaggerating" (22). lVith increasing ftequenc¡ Ina

offers a running commentaqr on Anniets \ilriting, objecting to what she sees as the liberties

AnnÍe takes with ll¡f¡s. Richardso hary, privileging a traditional view of history as factual

and as separate from fiction Ina becomes A¡rnie's critic, her editor, and even her alter ego

during these scenes. lVhen Ina says, "the trnuble with yor4 Annie, is that you want to tell

a story, no matter how much hisúory you keep ttmwing at me" (27), and.this isn't

history, it's purrc inventiont'(55), her objection serres as a counter-disg6ruìse in the novel

which voices the ftaditional view of the hisúoriân as rnediaúor and not creator. Annie's

questioning of the distinction between fact and fictioq and of 6ftistory 
[as] the real súory the

city fathers tell of the only important events in the worldr" is one of the basic principles in

the novel and is wrÍtûen against Ina's notion of hÍstory as tlre self-revealing truth (2S).

Inats and Annie's conversations also reveal other intensely p€nsonâI disag¡eernents,

fulI of bitter accusations, such as Inâ's, ']es, you were the Perfect Little Motheç weren't

you? you could have replaced me. you bied hard enough" (49), to which fumie wriúes,

'!es i tried to efface yor4 trace myself over you.. now i'm rerrembering, not dis- but re-

membering" (51). Annie's rebellion against her mother, which she recognizes tlpt 66all

daughter's do," is in fact infrinsic to her individuâI developnrent, whereas her father is

hardty rrentíoned in the text (49). This conflict between the rnother and daughûerwhich is

ongoing, even after the mother's deatl¡ is depicted as a creative forrce for Annie's writing

and thought since her disagreenrents with her rnofher aború a 6komân's lot" in parficular

have hel@ herto define herown feministposition

Annie, however, does not simply use Ina âs a scap€goat for the way in which

pafriarrchal socieQr conditions wonren, because Inats words appear as part of a dialogue in

the text As A¡urie reads her mother, she attempts to hear her npther's words and to tisûen

to her poínt of view. Alr¡rie's reading thus becomes an anti-imperialist gesfure: imtead of
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tåking over Ina's viewpoint, she attempts ûo lisúen to her mother and úo contin¡¡e an

unfinished dialogue with her. While haditional history tends to be monologicalo AnnÍe sets

up a discourxe that is explicitly dialogical. The predominant use of the second person voice

throughout the text is an atúempt by Annie to allow Ina a voice after her imagination has

been taken fttm her during her elecûo-shock therapy. Annie also learns to 'lrearø her

mother more clearly and to syrnpathize with her and recognize Ina's own bitterness: 'the

truth is, that's a wornan's loL it's what you learn to accept, tike bleeding and

hystercctomies, Iike intuition and dizzy spells--alt the ways we don't fit into a man's

worldt'(79). Butlnats voice also carries on in her daughterts voice when Annie

recognizes her mother in her own words, 6that's your voice, hra, lucid and criticalo seeing

through the conventions that surrounded you" (135). When Annie says, ,T feel myself in

you, irritated at the edges where we overlap," she is both tåIking to and confronting her

mothe¡ yet she is always awane of how her mother's voice is a part of her own (1Ð.

Earlie¡ Annie had rernar{<ed how one's he¿d is always full of other people's voices:

"echoing your words, Ina--another quotatior¡ except i quote myself (and what if our heads

are full of other people's words? nothing without quotation marks" (Sl). By blurring the

boundary between sef and other, Annie suggesb tlrat her writing is not an appropriation of

her rnother's voÍce, but is an attempt to hear her voice and úo think her moûrer's thoughb.

IJltimatety, she heam in Zoe's voice an extension of this dialogue with her rnother: "she

hates this fiction i've been forcing on her, is t¡red now of being its only reader, of being

only a reader-in. she's shifted ground without warning. turned the tables, and i recognize

Ina in that phrase" (l4l). \üith her head full of other people's voices, Annie writes a

dÍatogrcål nanative which challenges linear conceptions of hisúory.

Vlarlatt' of coruse, is herself rvell versed in feminist theories which question rnale

paradigns of time and history. In her theory of .TYomen's Time," Jnlia Kristeva develops
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an alternative view of temporatity that both counúers the universality of historians zuch as

flayden Whit€ and offers a gender-specific redefinition of temporality. Kristeva contrasts

Iinear time"the time of history, project, and prugression--with the cyclical time of repetition

and the monumental time of eternity (Iluffer 24|. The two laúer úerms are linked with

female subjectivity' which Kristeva defines through the "cycles, gestation [and] the eternal

necurrtnce of a biological rhyttm which conforrm úo that naûue and imposes a

tempomlity... whose rcgularity and unison [is] with what is experienced as extra-subjective

time, cosmic time... and unnameable jouissance" (Krisúeva 445). Kristey¿ 5¡rggests tlnt

while cyclical and rnonumental time are'6haditionally linked to fenrale subjectivity,,, they

ane nx)ne specifically associated with spatiality rather than temporality, because of women's

ties to reproduction. \{hile Kristeva goes on to dissuss thnee phases of the feminist

movement in Europe in relation to these three types of temporality, what interests me here

is her concephralization of a non-linear time outside of history. Although we must be

carefr¡I to recognize that she does use 'lvornan" not in the deterministicalty biological sense

but with recognition of sex as a s¡rmbolic constrr¡ctior¡ her conception of "\ilomen's Time"

still provides an alternative to both the ûaditional linearity presupposed by hisúorians and

even úo lVhite's view of the plot-like nature of temporatity itself.

Kristeva ends t'IVornen's Time" wÍth reference to a third "generation" of women

(which she stresses is not an actual group but is in fact a sþniffing space) who would

rccognize ttte binary of rna¡y'woman as a metaphysical conshucf acknowledging óþq

relativitv of his/her slmbolic as well as biological existence" (459). ThÍs generation is

conhasúed with fhe second group who affirm the cyclic and monuurental temporality that is

often associated with wornen in an atûempt to '6give a tanguage ûo the subjective and

corynrrcal experiences left mute by culture in the ¡nsf 'as they reject the linear tinre of

patriarchal history e4D. Kristeva is undoubtedlyhere referring úo the writers of "l'écriture
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féminine" whom she criticizæs for being essentialists who reduce sex to irreducible

difference. Yet the central theorists of this movement--HéIène Clxous and Luce lrþaray

(Kristeva herself is often grouped among them)--nonetheless provide a necessary critique

of male humanisrn

The wriúers of I'ecriture féminine have in common a critique of western thoughf

claiming that it has silenced and milrepresented women and their experiences. To counter

the repression of women in male discourse, they posit a female-cenúered Ianguage which

focuses on the body and on sexual pleasure. Luce lrþaray's "This Sex tThich is Not

Oner" one of the best-known essays of this movemen! counters the psychoanalytic notion

of woman as ttlacþ" claiming that female sexuality has only been conceived of in terms of a

male fantasy. She in ûrrn redefines fernale sexuality as multiple and un¡rameable--,1voman

has sex organs mone or less eve4rwhere. She finds pleasure almost anywhere,, (3S3).

But biolory also metamorphoses into culture, linking sexuality with textuatity, and

associating female desire with female language. Using the irnage of the wonutn speaking

tlrrou$h the lips of the vagina she posits a female language that escapes the limits of male

logic and neason. Since female sexuality and language is difürse and multiple, the female

experience of tirne is likewise pturat lrþaray counters phallocenhism with this plurality

while always being careful not to put for{h simply a matuiarchal fonnation that reduces

ever¡thing Ûo sameness. She refers úo "(a) sort of expanding universe to which no limits

could be fixed and which would be incoherence neverthelesst'as a sparial representation of

the female defianceof phallocenhism (354).

Hélène Cixous similarþ finds a link between woman's desire and her language.

Her famus essay "The Laugh of the Medusa" is an almost apocalyptic manifesúo in which

her style announces the flui{ non-linear, subversive writing that she imagines for women:

"\ryrifu! writing is for yor¡ you ane for you; your body is yours, take it', (109r). She
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contrâsts the multiplicity of 'Temaleness" with the singte-mindedness of male sexuality

which "gravitaúes amund the penis" in a cenüalization of power that she links with

dictatorships and other monopolizing systems (1099). This cenûalÍzation of the 6(r-fe"--

"(n)early the entirc history of rwiting is confounded with the history of reason.. that sanre

self-admiring' self-stimulatÍng, self-congrahrlatory phallocentrism"--implicitly rrctates to

the question of tinre because of the way in which the lineal time of historical narrative is

deemed phallocentric. Cixous consequently imagines a new history for women: ,.\üonran

un'thinks the unifying' regulating history that homogenizes and channels forces, herding

conbadictions into a single battlefield. In womanr per:sonal hirtory blends together with the

history of aII wonren, as well as national and world history-. She must be farsþhted, not

limit€d to a blow-by-blow intenaction" (109Ð. She later rrfers to woman as hing
6'cosmic" with a worldwide unconscious, suggesting a space-time relationship that is

similar to KrÍsteva's notion of women's time (1üD). For Cixous, then, male time is

monobgical andphallocentuic, whiþ fenrale tftne is phn:al and simultaneouslymultiple, a

íbody without end" (10fD).

In ttrcir h,eatises evoking a female tanguage, both lrþanay and Cixous explicitty

challenge the hierarrchicåI binil]'shuctrue of tVesûern nretaphysical thought in which the

fi¡st úerm of a binary is always privileged over the second. Light/dar*, good/evil,

God/hunranr culhr,e/nahue, a¡rd nary'woman are only a few examples of srrch bfurarJ'

sûuctures of thoughf Irþaray atúempb to refute such binary stuuchues by refusing úo let

female sexuality be defined against male sexuality--valorizing male sexualitSr as active, so

that female sexuality is subsequently deemed as passive. Inst€â{ Irþaray priviteges

female sexualify as multiple and as incapable of being confined to a single posítion as

opposite to the male. Cixous also atúempts to reject the phallocenhic prÍvileging of the

'înab" principle in language and thought by reversing the binary hierarrchy in favour of the
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deposed term. "\üontân" is thw valorized in terms of her body (not mind), and Cixous

uses a number of binaries in which the male is defined against the fernale. For example,

vvonurn it gtoi"g (the male takes); she is bisexual and multiple (the male gravitates around

the penis); and she subverts and'l¡nhoards" (the nqle therefore impticitty hmds).

Cixot¡s's !t riting is thus deliberaúely subversive as she humorously implodes binary

systerns of thought in order to reveal the violent hierarchies that are inherent in languaç.

Ana Historíc atûempts úo write a history of tlre female body which is fâ¡thfuI to such

conceptions of female lânguâge and hisúory. The entire act of rernembering in the novel is

in fact linked to a sort of bodily urge which camnot be stopped, since both Ana and Ina are

'Tnsisting [themselves] on the telling" (6Ð. Similârly, the pnocess of Ana's rwiting is

called by Annie'the unspoken urge of a body insisting itself in the words" (46). Annie

interprets A¡rats desire to \ryrite even more radically when she sayg "she is writing her

desire to be, in the present úense, retrieved from silence.- she Ís writing against her

absence" (4Ð. Writing, ther¡ can involve both ins€rting and asserting one's body in

díscoruse; Annie's narmtive is itself an attempt both to rckieve tlrese wonren ftom their

silence in the official discoruses and to reinscribe them within a pørtícularly female

rfiscourse. The writing of the body is linked with the particutar history of the worrân's

body: 'óthete is even now the imate pleasure of seeing on a ftesh white pad the first milt<s

of red' bright red when the bleedíng's at its peâk. ùmate because of a child's astonÍshnren!

i made that ! the mar* of myself, my inscription in blood. i'm here, scribbling again"

(90). Annie suggests that this 'lnterior history" is not the language of docurnents and

explanatÍons, but that the words'flow out from withinr running too quick to catch

sometimes, at other times, just an agonizingly slow trickle.-" (90).

lVhile Annie links wonren's bodies to an internat history tlrat can b€ û:anslåt€d and

written' the entire novel in fact foregruunds the rernembering of the suppressed and
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absent stories of Ana and Ina and links this process to the re-nrembering of their bodies--in

particular, Ina's which had been literally disrrrembered becar ^e of her hysterecúomy.

Annie, as an historian reading as a rilonrarù ex¡rcses the relation between history and

hysúerectomy, in order to reveal the zuppressed 6hef in history and úo \ilrite in a language

that voices this woman's history. Its negative function is to expose the relation between

hi"to"y and hysterectomy: the literal excision of the utenrs is compared to the absence of

women from history which prompts Annie to call wonrcn the'ïnissing persons" of history

(134). \{hen Ina underwent her hysterecúomy and shock therap¡ she literally went

missing also: 'lvhen tlarald brought [her] home, he brought home â new fear (who's

there?) that no one \ilas there at all" (148). Not only werrc parts of Ina's body missing, but

whole pieces of her mind and her imagination vvene desfuoyed. By revealing the tink

between the mutilation of her mother and the excísion of wornen ft.om hístory--an active

exclusion and not a simple, neufual t€iling of facts--Annie condermrs fraditional hisúory as

hysterrccúomy. Her rereading of history as not only colonizing wonr€n, but as surgically

removing theirvoices exposes the suppression of women's bodies as sþniffing merely the

nameless'tessels of [the men's] destin[ies]r" much like the nineteenth-centur¡r newspaper

accounts of "the shi¡n men ride into the pages of history," which Amie counterpoints to

Jeåruúe Alexander as the liteml vessel of men's destiny, conveniently ignored by rnate

writers who avert their eyes ftom such birthing scenes (l2l).

The namator's wrÍting of the body also operaúes ¡nsitively; not only does Annie

expose the relation between hysúerecúomy and history she atûenrpts úo re-nrember these lost

bodies and to reinsert the rlrysterr'--'þutting things back together agaÍn, the things tlrat have

been split off, set aside" (51). Thrcughout the úex! Annie gives a story of her own body--

ftnm her first exlerience of her self as unified to the shame and fear that was instilled in her

by her mother to the joyfut exploration of the closing pâges. Her mother repeats history by
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teaching her daughter to boft haúe her body and to fearfutly protect it Ina's view of

women as fixed in and by their bodies and as destined úo bear their burdens is reiterated in a

quotation near the end of the novel ftom Simone de Beauvoir's Second füx: "(fler body)

is a burden: worn away in service to the species. bleeding each montlL proliferatins

passively.- it is no certain source of pleasure and it creates lacenatine pains; it contafuN

nrenaces; woman feels endanqercd by her'insides"t (133). The whole citation represents

the old view of women's bodÍes as dangerous, shameful, and in need of concealnrenL

While Annie leårns fuom Ina to feel alÍenated from her body, she resists her

mother's teachings so that by the end of the novel she prrcsents a ¡ntentially liberating view

of the body as a country, not to be possessed and controlled, but to be explored and

enjoyed. Zoe suggests thât a communâl view of women's hisúory is ¡rossible, one not

based purely on biologr but on ólvornen imâgining all ttrat wonrcn could be" in order to

bring wonrcn Ínûo the world (131). Annie's writing of Ana's story is the rnost explicit

example of reirragining the potentíalities in another woman's life, justifying 7.æ's

contradiction of Inats and de Beauvoir's reading of woments history. Zoe depicts wonr€n

as a communit¡r, but irnpfies that they are not limit€d and füed within their bodieq since the

imagination and the will to create things differrcntly is their most powerful tool Annie links

the body with the self while maintaining the possibÍlity of multiple selves, such as her own

releasing of Ana's other selves which could not be completely realized during her own

historical uroment through the rwiting of A¡ra's story.J'[what] if all the other selves she

might be were erased" í4A-- as well as her own discovery that her body ís muttiple

during a lesbian experience withZÆ.

\{hile the idea of wor¡ren's history is explicitly inscribed in language'-Ana is

Annie's otrspring in writing for example--the novel itself takes a form that is often defined

as a'female" fonrr of narr.'ative because of iß atûempt to follow bodily rhythrns. In this
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way, Marlaü imitaúes "lilornen's Tfun€" through a challenge not only to the linearity of

conventional nanrative, but also to the linearity and determination of a succession of events

in history itself -Jathe incontrovertible logic of cause and effect" (147). Annie's nanrative

subsequentþ circles at least thre€ distinct periods, and while there obviously is a súory here

(or rather, multiple súories), Il¡Iarlatt op€ns up the .boundarþs of dominant discourse ø

rwite [herselfl anew" (Lowry 91). The body of the plot thus changes with the rnodel of a

plut:al body so that a feminist reading of history is not merely lÍnear, but instead follows

divergent shands and alternative possibilities--it is inclusive rather tlran exclusive. Arurie

even resists ending her text, desiring not to sum up or fix her characters. Indee{ the

rurrrator resists closurr in the last page of the novel and eyen nenounces her confuol over

nrcaning with the words,'leading us into the page ahead" (AlA152).

While Ana Historic offers a feminist reinscription of the female body thmugh

language, it also, like TIæ Vl¡ar:lr resists the rnaster narrative of history as colonization. The

resistance in Ana Historic. however, is double, as Annie hrytrlrghts the defiance of Ana's

writing and writes herself against male dominance. Ana Richards, who Ís a colonial who

has come to settle in the'hew worldr" in fact sees herself (in Armiets interpretation) as "ab-

originalt'(30). The prcfix "ãbr" meaning "off, away, ftomr" is suggestive of herposition

as an outsider with referænce to the original residents of the land who are also rBduced to a

mârginâlized positÍon Annie's reading of cer{ain strands of fuia's writing implftx that

resistance to the norrr! at sorne level orother, is always tåking place and that our

conúem¡nrar¡r perspective is not more progressive, but is simply betûerequipped with a

discourse wÍth which úo constrrrct our reality.

As Annie reads and exrpands upon the haces in Ana's texts, she dÍscovers that many

of Anats entrÍes do reveal a deep resentnrent of tlre masculine authority that she is

constantþ finding herself sfruggling againsf In Annie's reading of Mrs. Richardg Ana
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continually challenges the masculine consûrrction of the female subject by refusing to

accept her position as an object to be looked at and by refusing to be defined as male

property. As she walks through Gastown, she is angered both at the way in which men

look at her as if she is trespassing, and at the way in which men are allowed so much

freedom (to rent noonr^s in the Granville Hotel for example), while she feels resfuicted

simply walking down the street because she is under the ever-watchful male gaze. But Ana

Richards does not only resist masculinist ideologr and the reshicted position which is

provided for her through its definitions, she also resists the colonial authority that

simultaneously imposes limitations upon her. A¡urie writes a scene in which Mr:s. Richards

must confront young Miller, whose fatherts position on the school board guarantees him a

¡nsition of power, when he refuses to sit next to a "stinking halfbrc€d" in class (92). With

her challenge to ll¿filler ('the Governrnent of this Colony declarrcs that Siwash and Scott are

both registered pupils of this school') she nonetheless rrccognizes that she is challenging the

hÍerarrchy of the system and the unwritten laws of 'BritishJustice" (92). As an historian

readÍng as a rvonun, fumþ reads Ana's rrsistance to pahiarchal authority and draratizes

those scenes which depict Ana's struggles against dominance.

Many of Annie's own sfrrrggles likewíse consist of her practical resistance to being

colonizæd as the property of a man. In refrrcing to continue in the role of secretary for her

husband RÍchard, for exarn¡rle, she rejects tlre role of the wife as the patient assistant and as

her husband's ¡lossession, and decides insúead to do her own writing: '?orl the daughter

of a man of God. erplain yourselF'(84), she imagines Ana Richards hâving to meet her

dehacúors; '6AnA shuggting to account for herself, writes: 6What is it I mÍght say?"'(83).

But it is Annie who wriûes tlnt 61vhât she has Ieft unsaid" is what ¡s rmst importanfu 'fter

real story b€gins where nothing Ís conveyed. where she cannot exptain, describe-" (83).

So, too, Amie writes of herself: 'T find it difficult úo explain, Richard, what this scribbling
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nreans" (83). In the end she will reject her role as a handmaiden úo tristory/the hisúorian,

and reject the role of a wife altogether, participating in a new relationship withZÆ,

proclaiming that 66Arrnþ isn't Richard's'o and renaming herself íArurie Torrent" (152). She

no longer finds henself defined as the prop€rty of another but instead sees helself as a fluid

torrent breaking loose from its bonds. When Arrnie announces her new name she seems to

release herself and her desires, reflecting the way in which there are'lvhole wardrobes of

ruünes guârd(ing)" her limitations (152). The '"forrent" suggestively releases her body as

if it were an occupied ûerritory, as if "sa¡ring it rnade it so."

Yet when Annie reads the traces in tvlrs. Richards' journals and letters úoward a

conclusion which cannot be documented (her lesbian relationship with Birdie Sûewart), is

this not an exarnple of an imperial appropriatbn of history? Annie does reread Ana's

journal enhies, imâgining different possibilities for her and even rewriting the pasf but

Annie suggests that she is not colonizing her subject but is instead rcleasing other selves

for Ana that were not possible at the tinrc in which she was living. But Annie nonetheless

projects her orvn desirts onto Ana: Annie's writing of ll4rs. Richards' reftisal to be a

proper/ty tady by having a relationshÍp with Birdþ Stewart sets a precedent for Annie's

own relationship with Zoe. Neverthelesg Annie recognizes the zubjective nature of writing

hbty, suggesting the impossibility of avoiding sonre degree of appropriation because the

characters are always '}or¡" so that the most imperialistic historians are those who would

still deny their personal involvenrent in the texL Annie's rwiting of hisûory, irstead of

attempting úo obþ@ her subject by observing her ft,om a falsely neutral removed

¡nsition, reveals an ongoing connection between people in the past present, and future.

Both fuiatfsúoric andTlæ IVa¡:s. therq use theirfemale charactersandnanatorsto

enact a resistance to a masûer nanrative of hisúory as patriarchal colonization Yet both texb

inevitably contain haces of their own repressions of the ttotlrers" against which they are
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defined. In The Wars. the colonial view that the narrator resists is expressed by Barbara,

herself a conqueror and consumer of young mer¡ when she says that General Wolfe t'grew

up and got your countuy for us" (108). Nonetheless, the tuace of the story of the aboriginal

marathon nutner Tom Longboat whom Robert imitates as a chiH, but who is not given a

voice in the text, is an example of the way in which this text also colonizes its subject The

native American conæs to represent the natural wor{d, and Robert enters this mle when he

runs with the coyote to feel in tune with natut before he leaves for the fronL The'ïndian"

thus functions as a signifier for a supposedly natural existence before the war and becomes

the other by which the hor¡or of the "civilized" war experience is conhasted. As Edward

Said rcmarks in his filrrcus definition of post-colonialism in Orientalism. the demarrcatÍon

of a¡rother cultur€ as rnanifestly different and other has less to do with this other culû¡re

thân it hås to do with the dominant culture (?2). Evenso, tlre h'ace of tlre aboriginal story

in Tlæ Wars has less to do with Tom Longboat tlnn with the ódevelopment' of Robert's

cha¡æúen

In Ana llisûoric. the Siwash indims similarly enrerge as other to Ana: they are

depictcd in Ana's journal as an incomprehensibly different people whom she wishes to

understand, yet ideatizæs as natural and unculhued. Yet she also fears them because of this

difference: while she bravely remar*s that she is not âû:aid úo walk in the woods, because

if she encounters a bear she will play dead as the Siwash do, she is nonetheless frþhtened

when she encounters two Siwash men on one of her walks. Towards a Siwash wonurn,

RUtIU she feels compassion as she reflects upon the woman's innocent fascination with the

writing on the slate, suggesting ttrat her people have a 'Grace of direct perception.-

unûrubled by letters, by minors, by some foolish notion of themselves such as we suffer

ftonr- I cannot find the words for this the others wor¡ld dismiss as Pagan--perha¡x our

words cannot speak it" (69). However benevolent Ana's feelings towards the Siwash, she
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noneüreless cobnÍzes them through her gaze which reduces an entire race to a state of

child-like innocence. Nevertheless, Ana does seem to recognize the way in which many of

her Wesúern culhrral sup¡lositions are wrongly impos"d on the Siwash culture; in one scene

in which Ana attempts to úeach LiIy to write, she realizes that Lily does not understand the

letúer ía for angelt'or "a for ark" because these are meaningless Biblicål references for the

girL The hace of the Siwash stories do not let us forget that, however much Ana is

mârginâlized ard repressed within her own cultur€, these aboriginat wom€n ane doubly

colonized by the dominant Ídeotogies and thus warn Annie not úo impose an enlþhtened

view upon a Britísh emigrant ftom the pasL

A gendered reading of both Ana Historic and Tlre Wars while opening up a series

of prnblems about how to talk about sex diffetences, does lead to a necessary critique of

Ianguage and of imperi;alist historicåI nan:atives Both novels in fact resist colonial master

narratives, pmviding a conha-dktion to these nanatives with tlreircounter-discourses that

wriúeagainstthenorm. I¡nThelVars.L^adyJul¡etandMarianTurrrersubvertandrereadthe

rnaster na¡:.'atives of war by interjecting feminine values of compassior¡ community, and

eco-humanism into tIrc story of Robert Ross In fuia Historic. the narraúor rereads and

rewrites history as she resists the dominance of history as the colonization and suppression

of women. Both Ana Historic and The Wars thus provide rnorc than negative readings of

male history; th€y both end with their own positive affirmations. In The IVa¡:s. the narnator

resists detenninism byending with a picture of Robert in which his breath Ímplicitly

mingles with the reader's, and in Ana Hisûoric. the narrator resists endings by pmjecting

into tlrc fuhrrc and leaving trcåning up to a reader who is left'beading r¡s into the page

ahead.tt In rejecting the determinism of history as the ttalready-madertt both novels write

against the notions of the rmiverxality of tirne (and nanative shtctw€), and against the

notion of a universal rrcader while offering positive redefinitions through their own counúer
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Conclusion

The counter-discou¡ses in TTre Wars and Ana Historic which resist the notion of a

fixed reåtity and any kind of social or economÍc determinisrr¡ wor* to interrugate tuaditional

historiography. From the perspective of Canadian fictior¡ the contra-diction of colonial

masûer ruùTatives is nothing new, for C-anadian writers have long been attempting to define

their own unique experiences through language, writing against a powerful and even

hegennnic tradition of English literature. Robert Kro€tscll for example, theorizing on a

Canadiân grammar of nanative, asks, 'TIow do you write in a new cormh¡r?" ('Mornent"

Ð and 'TIow do you gnow a prairie poet?" Dennis Lee similarty focuses on the difficulties

of rwiting in "the language of others," yet offens a possibility for writing: r6...perhaps our

job was not úo fake a space of our own and write it up, but rather to find words for our

space-lessness... Instcad of pushing against the grain of an exúerna[ uncharged language,

perhaps we should cor¡re to writing with that grâin" (qd h Ashcrcft 14L143).

A numberof theorists have still attempted úo aÉiculâte a unþue space for CanadÍan

Iiúerature, often placing writers in relatbn to their landscape, such as in EtÍ lVfandel's Out of

Plæe or L,aunenoe Ricou's Vertft:al l\¿Iarl Horizontal World. Otherìs, sr¡ch as Nlargaret

Atwood in Suvival describe the Canadian artist as a colonÍal victim who is inevitably a

failure l¡ecar¡se the aÉist is always "othef in Canadian culhue, lacking a hadÍtion that

conrcs from his/her own people. Such traditiond and very often thematig comrnentaries

on CanadÍan litenahre could be complernented by more recent critícal theorizations about

post-colonial writing, narrative authority and the reader, and issues of gender, so that the

appruach that I take towards literary hisúoriognaphy couH exúend inúo theorization about

Canadian liúerature in çnera! as well as into discussions of particular texts.

Canadian wrÍting's ¡rosition as post-colonial space is a site that can be examined

ftom a variety of perspectives. An analysis of CanadÍan hisúoriognaphic metafictior¡ for
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example' such as in The Wa¡s and Ana Historic. demonsfuates how the novels provide a

critþue of imperialist historicâl narratives through their rewriting of history. The Wats

questions the ethos of the battle narrative by depicting a hero who espouses'Temale" values

of compassion, synergy and bio-community over conquest and nationalism. In Ana

Historic. the historian, Annie, similar{y exg)s€s the bias of male, imperial history; she not

only writes ftom an intensely personal perspective, but also exposes how our colonial

history continues to define ourpresent definition of history as the objective, universal male

experience. In Íts place, she inserts the súory of Ana Richards, a woman disptaced by the

official discourse.

E:ramining the sfrategies ¡ecent writers have used ûo counter imperialist historicat

narr¿tives can lead to questions about the way in which Canadian wriúers op€n up a space

for their literahue against a colonial bacþround. Timothy Findley's The Wals. with its

explicitþ hisúoricåI ground of \{or{d Vt¡ar I, provides a model for reading other

historiographical metafictions. The \{ar:s in which the narrator's reopening of the story of

a dead soldier, Robert Ross, in order to interrogate the past, offers a powerful revisionist

methodolory for marginalÍzed figures, and opens up a new context for a reading of

another of Findleyts novels, Famor¡s Last Words. While the latter novel focuses on nrone

overtly hisúori€I p€rsonages (ûrough combining them with fictional and tiúerary

characters), Famous Last Words. like The War:r cenhes on both perronal history and on

the writing of history. Although the novel has been studied as historiography, as in Lindâ

Huúcheon's The Canadian Posfrnodern the limits of the writer in the texÇ ll{auberley's

voyeuristic \ryriting (he dies with a pen in his eye) could be conbasted with the researcher in

The Wars. whq unlike the aesthete lVlauber{e¡ perforrrs and reenacts flre events about

which he is tetling, gving them breath once mone. Writing as appropriation is exposed as a

false aim in both novels, so that a reading which is aware of the potential colonization
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implicit in hisúorical nanatives can help explain Flndley's critique of the independent artist

figote in Famous Last lVords

Other Câradian wor*s can be examined in terms of the way in which they pressure

the notion of hisøry itself. A¡ra Historic's questioning of the boundaries between flact and

fictbn Ieads to expanding notions of history that are relevant in terms of other feminist

theories. lMarlatt's novel raises questions about history as a past that achrally happened.

So a gendercd reading of Ana Historic which examines the suppression of the histories of

women within the official rliscourse could be applied to alternative forms of discourse,

pushing questions of women's history even further. As cútical anthologies such as

Arnazing SFce: Vl¡riting C-ânâdian Women lryrfting atúæt, mr¡ch of contemporar¡/ women's

writÍng is concerned with crossing and challenging a nrrmber of bordery including those

between life and text, between hisúory and fiction Lindâ Hutcheor¡ for example, writes:

úln literaûrre written by wornen in CÐada and elservhere today, we find the same kind of

radical critique of totalizing systerns and so-called univenal blths as is to be found in

contelr4nrary post-sûuchuzlist philosophy and literzry üreory" (Shape" 2ã)). Many such

úexts, like Roberta Rees'experinrental long poem Eyes Like Figeons which combines the

stories of several different wornen from a variety of perspectives, could be sfudied in terms

of the boundaries they ûest--Rees' text could even be studied for its historiography. Iszues

of readerly involvement and narrative authority could be applied to Rees's text which is

integraly concerned with the act of writing pæfr¡l, with questions of voice and questions

of finding meâning. A study of the text not simpty as an example of écriture féminine, but

as an alternative rwiting of history, could help to apply pnessune to the ideas of wornen's

history that Marlaú's novel raises.

Any 'Îlisúory" of Canadian literatr¡re must be âvyare of multþle conúexts, including

not only issues of the countr¡r's colonial heritage, but also those of the writer's gender,
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mce, and class. "lMaking" such a history ultimaúely s¡tails an awaneness of the f;act that

history and indeed aII narratives are discourses that are d*ply embedded in their culhual

contexts. A comparative analysis of Ana Hisúoric and The Wars. then, allows not only for

an examimtion of how history is made, but also raises numerous questions about whaf in

fact, constitutes history. The New Historicist aim to reveal the úexh¡ality of hisúory and the

deep interconnection between hisûory and literah¡re supplies an alternative model for both

revisionist readings of histories and for fictional reconstructions of historical narratives.

Including issues of the reader and gender in the wriúerly process of the consûuction of

history likewise politicizes the pmcess by inserting alternative voices into the third-person

narration of 'lnainsheam" history. In The Wars. the fictional critic Nicholas Fagan's

comment that "l\othing so completely verifies our penception of a thing as our killing of it"

(191) is countered by the breathing picture of Robert Rowena, and Meg and thr¡s leaves us

with an image of a history that is not fixed and absolute. Ana Hisúoric similarly espouses

open endings, challenging the idea that'!ou can't rewrite what's been writÍen" (142) and

"that lie thatyou can't change the ending!" (147). Both novels wriúe against any notion of

a fixed and determin"d past, 5r'ggesting that events can always be reopened, neexamined,

and rervritten onoe mone.
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